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A Gun Is Watered
By Ted Allan

I

T was hot. The earth was hot. The air was hot.
Everything was hot. It was Sunday and the boys
wer.e resting, not because it was Sunday but because they were tired.
"What's the date?" asked Butterley.
"What's· the difference?" answered Durnor.
' Butterley, number one machine-gunner, was tired.
First the boys had been ordered to, march through
Villanueva de la Canada and then on to Brunete; but
when they came to Villanueva de la Canada, they found
tliat if they were going to march through -it they had to
take it first. They took it. After sixteen hours of
fighting. So Butterley was tired.
"Got a cigarette?" he asked.
"You know damned well I haven't got a cigarette,"
Durnor said.
"I know, but it's nice asking. · Say, what the hell's
holdin' up the food?"
"We must have advanced too far."
"Advanced too far? Is that a reason for not getting our rations?"
"The kitchen hasn't caught up with us yet."
"Watta hell's the kitchen gotta do with it?" Butterley
wanted to know.
"Well, it's the kitchen that hands out the rations,
isn't it?"
,·'Bunch o' bloody bastards runnin' that kitchen if you
ask me."
"Yes."
Butterley scratched his head and looked around. He
peeked over the small pile of sand-bags that hid his
machine-gun. It was the best gun in the army. There
was never any better made. All right, maybe they'd
made some just as good, but never better. It was a
Soviet gun. And it turned up and down and from side
to side. Butterley had never handled a machine-gun in
his life before he came to Spain. But this gun he could
handle the way a pianist handles the keys of a piano.
Even better. He cleaned it twice a day. He watered
it once a day. No one was allowed to touch it. No one ·
was allowed to carry it. He built himself a special
harness and pulled the gun himself. He felt bad when

he wasn't near it. He called it Mother Bloor. Never
had a man loved a woman with the devotion that Butterley felt toward Mother Bloor. The gun was all
right, so he turned back to Durnor.
''This dug-out's lousy."
"What's lousy about it?"
"It's not deep enough."
"Well, let's make it deeper."
"Aw, I'm too tired."
"Well then stop squawking."
"Who's squawking?"
"No one. Me."
Butterley squatted. Durnor was his superior officer.
They were quiet for a long while. They paid no attention to the occasional rifle-fire. Butterley fished in his
pockets for a cigarette. Sometimes you thought you
were out of cigarettes, and then you found one. They
tasted better then. You even appreciated a Spanish
cigarette after a while. Helluva note though, fighting
for days, going ahead, going ahead, then stbpping and
not having a cigarette. Helluva note. Butterley thought
about it a long while.
·
"Hey, Durnor I"
Durnor didn't answer. His eyes were fixed on the
earth in front of him. His curly hair hung below his
helmet. He looked at his long lean hands, noticing the
heavy dirt in his fingernails. A man thinks the most
remarkable thoughts, he said to himself.
"Hey, Durnor I"
"Yes."
.
"How long do you think this is go in'/ to last?"
"God, you asked that yesterday, remember?"
"But you didn't answer."
"You got your answer all right."
"I'm homesick."
"Shut up."
"Well, I'm homesick, godamit !"
"Listen, Butterley, I've been here a 1ong time and
I'm telling you that you either shut up and stop thinking
about it or you ask to get out right away. Thafs the
·
beginning of a crack-up."
"Aw, I don't crack up."
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"All right then, shut up."
'"Durnor ?"
"Now what?"
"You ain't sore at me, are you?"
"Don't be an ass. Forget it."
"Durnor, what's the date?"
"Hell, I don't know."
"July fourth was on a Sunday, wasn't it? Then Sunday fourth, Monday fifth, Tuesday sixth-that's when
we took that town with Canada attached to it."
"It's pronounced Canyada, not Canada."
"Okay, Canyada, but it's spelled the same."
"The 'n' has a twiddle."
"You college guys are always findin' twiddles."
"All right, all right, figure out the date."
"Y eh, lessee. Sunday fourth, Monday fifth, Tuesday sixth, Wednesday seventh, Thursday eighth, Friday
ninth, Saturday tenth, Sunday eleventh ... say it's the
eleventh."
"Well, well, well, now you know. Now what?"
"It's good to know the date, ain't it?"
''Yes. Very good. Tomorrow's the- twelfth."
"Y eh. Say, Durnor ?"
"Yes."
"We have no water for Mother Bloor."
"When did you water 'her last?"
"Yesterday."
"That's bad."
"I know. Why the hell don't they bring us water?
I ain't had a drink since yesterday."
"I thought you were worrying about Mother Bloor."
"Sure. But if we're both not watered, it's twice as
bad, ain't it?"
"I suppose so."
"Say, you know the travers lock ain't been workin'
so good."
"Fix it then."
"Fix it then! With what? Fix it then!"
"If you can't fix it, then shut up."
"Well, anyhow, it's the best gun in the battalion, in
the whole bleddy army."
"That's right."
"I wish I had some water for it. The sun makes it
too hot. If there's gonna be action today, it won't be
good for it."
"There won't be any action today."
"How do you know?"
"They're as tired as we are, and they've been retreating. It'll take them some time before they're ready
to counter-attack."
"Think we'll have some water tomorrow?"
'.'I hope so, but I do wish to hell I had a cigarette."
"You said it. Maybe some o' the boys ..."
"Forget it."
"Christ, we could split one between us."
"Forget it, I told you."
"No harm askin'."
"Sometimes for such a good machine-gunner you can
be a good pain in the neck."
"Who the hell mentioned it, me or you?"
"Me. I'm sorry. But forget it, Christ, forget it!"
"Say ... you ain't gettin' nerves, are you?"
"Shut up."
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Butterley peeked through the parapet, then looked at
his gun.
"Gee, it's quiet."
"Too quiet."
"Funny how when it's quiet a guy gets the jitters and
when there's noise a guy still gets the jitters. Seems a
guy's always gettin' the jitters. Say you know what's
funny?"
"No. What?"
"Well, remember m the movtes when a guy ~ets
hit?"
"So what?"
"Remember how he bends over first, then he looks at
the sky, and then he takes time to turn around, and then
he flops."
"So?"
'-'Well, it's funny because that's what happens."
"Oh, shut up. Tell me, Butterley, what did you do
back home?"
"Me? Thought you knew. I was a seaman and a
reporter."
"A reporter? Really?"
"Well, not exactly a reporter. You see I used to get
the news and some other guys wrote it."
"Whg.t papers?"
"Our paper. The seamen's paper. It was a swell
paper. It had two pages. Front and back. And anyways it was a damned sight better'n those big printed
papers because it told the truth. We sold it for a penny.
If you didn't have a penny, we gave it away for nothin'.
Gee-ze, it was a swell paper. Say, what did you do back
home?"
"I? I studied how to split the atom."
"Huh?"
"An atom is a very little thing. It's, well, it's so little
you can't see it."
"Like a microbe."
"Even smallg."
"Smaller'n a microbe!"
"A microbe is made up of atoms. Everything is."
"An' you hadda split it I Christ I"
"Well, I didn't really."
"But gee-ze-smallern' a microbe. Must be a Iotta
those things around here, eh ?"
"Atoms? Sure, there always are."
"Y eh, but thinka how many atoms're bein' split when
a bomb drops."
Durnor chuckled. "Yes."
"I never knew much about those things. Never knew
I had to. Never knew they were around for that matter. But there's plenty I know. Plenty. An' I'm
learnin' plenty here too."
"Sure you are," said Durnor.
"But they can't win, can they?" Butterley asked.
"Not while you're number one machi!1e-gunner in the
second company of the Lincoln-\Vashington battalion."
"No, no kiddin', waddya think? Can they win?"
"We've been advancing, haven't we? \Ve've been
advancing for a whole week."
"Yeh. But now we're sorta resting."
"That's how a war is fought."
"But the Italians keepcomin'."
"That's why we're here."
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"Hell! Anyway they can't fight."
"Who can't fight?" Durnor asked.
"The Italians, who do you think?"
"Why do you say that?"
"Why do I say that? Look what happened at that
place called Guada-something."
"Guadalajara. Yes. But do you know who was
fighting them?"
"Naturally, I know. So what?""Well, can the Italians fight?"
"Say, what the hell are you talkin' about? The
Spaniards made 'em run like hell or don't you know
that?"
"'
"Well, it so happens there's a bunch of Italians in a
battalion called the Garibaldi and they're in our army
and they can fight."
"I ain't thoughta that."
"I know. But think of it."
"Anyway, fascists can't fight. If they didn't have
more planes and guns and tanks, we'd beat 'em in a
week, the bastards."
The sun still shone. It was a big red sun. It was
quiet. No action. No movement. Sometimes a breeze
came down from the mountains and waved the long
grass in front of the trenches. The fascists were entrenched on a hill. You could see their trench systems.
There were no olive trees or grape vines here as there
had been on J arama. Mostly open country.
In the next dug-out were three Americans. One of
- them had to relieve himself. He couldn't stand since
the faStists could see any movement below them. He
crawled out on his belly and got over on his side.
Butterley heard a strange sound.
"What's that?"
"What's what?"
Durnor hadn't heard anything.
"Water!"
"Water?"
"Listen . . "
Butterley poked his head above the ground. He almost choked. Durnor saw him go livid.
"You paw-lit-ically un-de-veloped son of a bitch l Go
read a book! You ... you ... "
He couldn't talk.
"Durnor l Why, the bastard! Durnor! Look what
he's doing on my machine-gun.... Why the pawlitically
undeveloped son of a ... God, I'll kill him. So help
me. Why the ... "
Durnor sprang to his feet and grabbed Butterley.
He looked toward the gun and chuckled.
"Easy, easy, get your head down and shut up. You
wanted it watered, didn't you?"
"\Vatered ?" Butterley spluttered. "He's a spy, I
tell you. An achronist. A son-of-a-bitch achronist."
"Anarchist."
"Yeh, achronist. God, I'll kill him."
"Who is he?"
"That Chrysler guy from Detroit."
"He's a good man."
"A good man? A bastard. On my machine-gun.
On my machine-gun."
"You wanted it watered, didn't you? Well, you got
it watered."
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"It'll kill the gun. It won't work. How could a guy
do such a thing?"
"Well, a guy has to, hasn't he?"
"Who's stoppin' him? But on my gun, on my
machine-gun!"
"Forget it."
"I'll fix him. I'll fix his gun."
"Sure. Put it out of commission."
"Okay, okay. But he should be disciplined. I bet
he's an achronist."
·
"Look, it's not achronist. It's anarchist. And anarchists don't necessarily do such things on guns. Sometimes with the Trotskyites they swipe them from the
front to make a revolution from behind and some of
them are good fighters, but it's anarchist, anarchist, not
achronist ... ''
"Okay, okay, what's the difference? On my gun.
On my gun!"
They heard the familiar sound of something that
sounded like thunder but not quite. They flung themselves to the earth. The shells were coming close.
Thunder. Earth flew over them.
"Just keep your head down."
"No, I'll get up and do a qance."
Butterley was sore.
Whine. Ear-splitting noise. Butterley didn't finish
what he had to say. Again. Close. Too close. Fear.
Dirt. Black acrid smoke.
"Listen, Durnor, can you hear me?"
"Keep your head down."
"Durnor, that extra ·travers lock in my pocket, don't
forget it's in my right pocket."
"Nut, if anything gets you, it gets me."
"I can't hear you. Remember it's in my right pocket."
"Okay."
It became louder and they heard the sputter of machine-guns. They looked at each other and smiled.
"Okay, Butterley boy, get her ready for action."
Durnor looked through the parapet.
"Here to the left."
·
Butterley pulled the sand-bags from the side of the
gun, got up on the ledge, and looking down wiped it
with his sleeve in disgust.
"Good thing you got it watered, Butterley."
Butterley didn't answer. He swung the safety and
turned his gun to the left. The shelling had died down.
There was still heavy rifle and machine-gun fire. Like
a million firecrackers going off at the same time.
"Tell Mike we're in position."
"Hey, Mike, we're in position. He says okay. He's
in position too."
"Okay. Now kid, wait till they get near and then
give it to them: You know how. Take your aim and
in short spurts."
Butterley crouched behind the shield, his two thumbs
on the trigger ready for action.
"Moors."
Tat-tat-tat.
"You're shooting too high," Durnor yelled.
"Listen, who's shootin' ?"
"I'm telling you, you're shooting too high. Obey
orders."
Tat-tat-tat. Rat-tat-tat. Durnor thought of how
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beautiful it sounded when it came from your own gun.
Buttedey swung the gun easily, taking careful aim.
Durnor poked his head above the ground. "Mike,
better send for more ammunition. Oh, hell ... hell ...
hell ... "
"Whatsa matter?" asked Butterley.
"Nothing. Keep shooting. Nothing. Oh, damit ...
damit ... "
"Whatsa matter, are you hit?"
"Yes. But keep shooting. Just keep shooting, damit."
"lam shootin'. Can't you hear?''
"All right, all right. Hell ... "
"Bad?" Butterley couldn't take his eye from the
gun. The machine-gun spat out a steady stream.
"No. No."
"I can't hear you. Are you hit bad?"

"No."
"Where?"
"Stomach."
"I can't hear you, damn it. Speak louder."
"Hell ... Butter ... good ol' ... you can say No
Pasaran ... thought was a lie ... keep shooting, kid,
keep shooting.... "
"They're runnin' back I"
"Hell ... "
"They're runnin' back, Durnor. They're runnin'.
Good ol' Mother Bloor. How are yuh, Durnor kid?
Christ, kid. Durnor! Oh, Durnor kid. Durnor boy.
Mike ... Durnor ... gee-ze !"
He looked at the body and then placed his head
wearily on the gun and cried, and for the second time
that day the gun was watered.

Tw"o Revolutionary Writers
RALPH BATES: A WRITER IN ARMS

By Dorothy Brewster
\

· RALPH BATEs's third novel, Rainbow Fish, grew
out of an image. "Two days after the Revolution began," he wrote from Spain in a letter,
"I was standing on a bluff overlooking a lake in the
Enchanted Range of the Leridan Pyrenees. As I
watched, the lake fishermen drew in their nets with a
fine catch of trout. The sunlight upon those fish was
so very lovely that I immediately wanted to write (a
rare emotion with me). I began the novel that afternoon, to continue it at intervals during the other kind
of work which at once had to be taken up. If I remember the book now, it still brings that image of
trout struggling in a silver net."
The book is about seven outcasts, and the net they
struggle ·in is not very silvery. Nor is there any
escape for them. It seems at first glance a novel about
defeat; and that is surprising, coming as it did after
the two novels concerning Spain, in which all the leading characters, whether peasants, intellectuals, or city
workers, were busy about the building of a new order.
But more carefully looked at, Rainbow Fish is an
affirmation of belief in human beings-even human beings on the bottom of society, like these seven sponge
divers who met their death in the wreck in the .lEgean.
Bates doesn't say everything about these people, but
he does stress in each one certain traits, ways of
thought and feeling, balked possibilities, that make one
realize they had once been worth saving, and could
have been saved. "I never intended to say all about
these men," he writes in the letter I have been quoting
from, "but to loosen the problem, to develop them,
rather than to analyze them, to such a point that they
would move in the mind of the reader; that the reader
should analyze." The nearest approach to an explicit

statement of a revolutionary faith in humanity is put
into the mouth of the defeated writer, Legge: "I used
to feel how miserable human life is. We've come all
the way out of the first idiocy or out of matter, out of
the depths of the sea if you like, and all we can do is
to quarrel and scratch in the dirt ... sweat grease and
drink a bottle empty and light a penny candle against
the darkness .... Yet I feel we could be anything because we have got out of the depths."
There is a kind of belief in humanity that survives
only in carefully cultivated remoteness from men. With
the first shock of contact, it often lapses into cynical
disillusionment. This isn't the kind Ralph Bates has.
His is like Maxim Gorki's; it isn't an ivory-tower belief but a front-line-trench belief. When he wrote the
letter about Rainbow Fish, he was with the International Brigade in Spai~, and he concludes: "The
stories that will come out of this work will be stories
of success." He is now in the United States for the
second time within a year, to make clear why he thinks
they will be stories of success.
If you listen to him telling an audience about the
defense of Madrid and the building-up of a people's
army out of an undisciplined, politically divided militia,
you will be struck by the skill with which he shapes
out of the facts he has gathered a clear-cut intei'pretation of the Spanish situation, internal and international.
He is above all factual and lucid and orderly. But this
man in the captain's uniform is still the novelist, who
reveals himself in some vivid in~ident or some sharp
picture, lighting up in a flash the Spain he knows from
many years of living and working there. It may be a
snapshot of a peasant, met in the mountains, who is
oddly decorated with a string tied at one end to an
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aching tooth and at the other to his great toe. For so
the pain will be persuaded down into the earth. What
better proof of the 'backwardness of an illiterate
peasantry? But this same peasant turns out to be
something of an advanced thinker about religion and
education, so that the authorities in his ,own village
have driven him out. Spain is at once so backwardand so forward. Or here is a front-line incident: a
group of peasants driven from their fields by advancing rebel forces are now defending Madrid, but their
thoughts are with the grain they know is ripe for cutting just behind the enemy front; and so on successive
moonless nights they creep with their scythes tlirough
weak places in the enemy lines, cut the wheat, and bring
it back to help feed the city. As he tells these and
other stories, Bates stands quietly, making few gestures
with his short, strong hands, but usually keeping them
behind him, with thumbs hooked into his belt; until he
reaches a conclusion that calls forth applause and
cheers-and then his right hand shoots up in the antifascist salute. It is a dramatic period, but he has indulged in no oratory. He has only repeated many
times : I want you to see; get this clear.
That Bates should be fighting with Spanish workers
and peasants after years of living among them is ea·sy
to understand. But qne wonders why he went to Spain
in the first place. Nobody could look more English.
He has the bluest of eyes behind his spectacles, pink
cheeks, blond hair, and a sturdy 'figure. Why Spain?
He himself thinks it was partly because of a greatgrandfather who sailed in trading vessels between
Bristol and Cadiz, and dying in Cadiz, was buried
there. A photograph of his grave, along with several
pictures of Spanish scenes, ·hung on the wall of the
Bates- home ·and fixed a boy's imagination upon this
ancestor lying in Spanish earth. When the war, for
which he volunteered at eighteen (he was born in 1899,
in Swindon, a small industrial town in Wiltshire), was
over aRd he was demobilized, he went first to Marseilles, where . he got a job ·and lodged with dockworkers, and then he crossed to Barcelona. Working
on the docks, he came to know and love the men of his
companionship, the rebellious, loyal men, ~lean with
poverty and ·thought-the "lean men" of his first novel..
From 1920 to 1923, undeclared civil war reigned in
Barcelona-"and I more than saw it. One neve·r knew
when a bullet would get the man by one's side or the
man by his." Then he started walking over Spain, doing odd jobs at tinsmithing and olive gathering, studying the songs c_~.nd musical instruments of the peasantry
-he once intended to write a scholarly book about all
this, but has now turned his material over to a friend in Cambridge-and taking in with a story-teller's eye
those regional diversities of landscape and people out
of which he created the beautiful contrasts of The
Olive Field. A brief return to England made him feel
like a Latin in a gray Saxon land, and he was soon
back in Barcelona. Spain for him, as he has said, represented both escape and reality.
Much of what happened in the next few years-too
much of it, he now thinks-he later built into the story
of the Englishman, Charing, leading character in .
Lean Men. There was the little circle of workers and ·
poets, becoming less literary and more political as the

Spanish crisis ripened and the dictatorship tottered.
There were revolutionary strikes; arms had to be
. smuggled through the passes of the Pyrenees, men
wanted by the police had to be helped to escape into
France. It is all in Lean Men, along with an unforgettable feeling of the city itself-Barcelona, that volcano eternally rumbling, "upon which the order of
Spanish society is built." Bates poured into the novel,
as if. he would never write another, all his amazingly
diverse interests-in music, folk poetry, labor revolt,
arts and crafts, religious speculation, mountain climbing, love, politics. Many of these interests come
through confusedly but excitingly; a few achieve fine
expression. Among the readers excited by the novel
with its promise of .richer achievement to come was
Edward Garnett. And to his help and interest Bates
ascribes the advance in technical mastery shown in The
Olive Field. This as·sociation with Garnett, and other
fruitful relationships with writers like Ralph Fox and
Wyndham Lewis, developed during the interval when
he was in England, after the declaration of the republic in -Madrid in 1931. He was in and out of jobs, and
when out, devoted himself to writing.
Bates is quite as interesting when he talks about
special problems of ·the writer's craft as when his
theme is the defense of Madrid. One of these problems
is an old one, about which, he says, he once had a dog
fight with Wyndham Lewis: whether to write behavioristically, or to get inside the characters and feel
them. He sees a dreadful warning in the -fact that
Wyndham Lewis, arch-apostle of exteriorism in England, has become an enthusiastic disciple of Hitler.
Bates thinks that the reportage or behavioristic school
leaves out the fact of development in a man, the fact
of a time-lag, as well as of jump and anticipation. "W..e
must humanize, personalize, if we are to be really
reyolutionary." Having often been\ told by critics to
"write more dialectically," he has tried to do this,
"despite almost complete ignorance ·as to what that
means in novel-writing." He is aware now of "dialectical" failures in his earlier work: "that in Lean Men
the dockers and longshoremen who stand for the working class do not come into sufficient contact with the
middle-class master blacksmith weakens the novel."
He pointed out to me a small but significant instance
in The Oliv.e Field of his effort to write dialecticalryin terms of the novel. There is a scene where Mudarra,
olive worker, guitarist, and anarchist, arrested after a
riot in the olive groves of Don Fadrique, is tortured
with thorns thrust under his nails, and other such discouragements of activity ctgainst the old feudal order.
The scene closes, and with a sharp transition we find
ourselves with Don Fadrique in his study, where in
poring over one of the precious old music books that
are his passion, he escapes from responsibility for
what is done in his name. The book has a quaint
frontispiece of a dolphin bearing on his back through
tranquil seas a rapt musician. The description of this
frontispiece, mingled with Don Fadrique's musings
upon it, repeats with subtle variations the imagery of
the preceding scene-as in "thorn-shaped" waves, for
instance. And this play of imagery suggests the synthesis that will develop out of opposing movements:
toward the future in the revolutionist, toward the past
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in the aristocrat. Music serves them both: a scholar's
escape for the marquis, a living and growing tradition
for the revolutionist.
"vV riting is part of a man's living, and literature is .

part of a lived life." This is what Ralph Bates believes, and in practicing his belief, he offers us the exciting spectacle-not the only one in these days-of
the integrated activity of man and artist.

NIKOLAI OSTROVSKI: A HERO OF THE SO£IALIST EPOCD

By Joshua Kunitz

W

HEN on December 23, 193'6, the Soviet
papers, in heavy black borders, announced
. the death of t~e blind and totally paralyzed
young writer, Nikolai Ostrovski, a great wail of lamentation rose over the land. There was not a person that
. one met, not a house that one entered, but that the
death of Ostrovski immediately became the topic of
sorrowful conversation. Within three days about onequarter of a. million Muscovites filed past his inconceivably shriveled body which lay amidst mountains of
red and white flowers in the Writers' Club. Huge shivering throngs stood patiently for hours, waiting to bid
the last farewell to their beloved comrade and writer.
It is no exaggeration to say that, though only thirty-two
years old and the author of only one brief autobio- ·
graphical novel (the first part of his second novel ha~
been published posthumously), Ostrovski had by his
extraordinary life and work and the Bolshevik types
he created captured the imagination and stirred the
moral fervor of his Soviet contemporaries.
As I stood in the guard of honor watching the intense
faces of the young people who passed the bier, I felt
that to them Nikolai Ostrovski was dear because in his
optimism, his energy, his faith in mankind, his ability
to surmount almost superhuman difficulties and to draw
strength, and, despite his terrible afflictions, even creative joy from active identification with the life of his
socialist fatherland and the working-class struggles
throughout the world, he was the perfect expression of
their own most exalted, most Communist selves.
Every society, every~ age, every class has its own
dominant ideal of the good life and its own charaeteristic hero in whose real or imaginary conduct that ideal
is most luminously expressed. There were the Spartan
ideal and hero, and the Athenian, the Christian and the
pagan, the feudal and the bourgeois. All these various
ideals and heroes were reflected in the arts and literatures of the respective societies, epochs, and classes.
The Russian hero throughout the whole of the nineteenth and the beginning of this century was a pale,
vacillating, self-centered, and self-tormenting Hamlet.
The Russian hero was passive; his attitude to the surrounding life negative. This hero was carried over into
the literature of the early years of the revolution when
the great majority of Soviet writers were still of the
bourgeois intelligentsia and when the need for a resolute choice between the two warring worlds further
intensified their psychological tortures. The real protagonist of the new era was, of course, the worker. But
before he would potently assert himself in literature

both as creator and hero, a considerable time would
elapse. Meanwhile life was thundering forward through
civil war, the N.E.P., industrialization, and collectiVization, straight into :;ocialism.
The writers of the generation before Ostrovski's,
those who had once specialized in delving into their
Hamlet complexes, now found it almost impossible to
adapt their perceptive apparatus, their lexicon, their
technique to life's new content. Soviet reality was too
fluid, changing, variegated, elusive. Life and people
were . going through breath-taking transformations.
Love, friendship, loyalty, ambition, patriotism, the relation of the individual to society, the universe, and
death had to be reexamined from an entirely new angle.
Here and there, in an individual act, a fugitive word,.a
meteoric flash, a suggestive detail, one caught a glimpse
of what the socialist ideal of the good life would finally
be; but when Soviet literature first endeavored to capture those inchoate suggestions and flashes and embody
them in what would universally be recognized as the
hero of the socil}-list epoch, the result was usually a
thesis, a schema, not a being of flesh and blood. To
create the socialist hero, to grasp the new, the distinctive, the quintessential in him, to crystallize in poetic
image what was already present but still uncrystallized
in the seething stream of life-that was a task, the Herculean dimensions of which confounded the most gifted
of the older writers. One thing was clear. It was the
new ;socialist humanity, the workers, the udarniks, the
Bolsheviks, the builders of the new life, who would
have to speak for themselves, realize themselves in
their own art, crystallize their own ideals and heroes in
their own creative work. And it is in the light of this
historically dictated development that the life and work
and influence of Nikolai Ostrovski in Soviet literature
assume such significance.
Nikolai Ostrovski's life, as he himself and others
have recorded it, unfolds before me. I see the little
Ukrainian town of Shepetovka, the tiny gray house by
the dusty road, where in 1904 Nikolai was born. The
stately mansion of his rich neighbors is hidden behind
the thick foliage of a magnificent garden. I hear the.
mingled talk in Ukrainian, Russian, Polish, and Yiddish.
Nikolai's father dies when Nikolai is still a baby. His
mother is working. His older brother Artem is also
working-a mechanic in the railroad depot. Nikolai is
left to himself. He runs about the street unwashed
and unkempt. He plays games, he fishes, he swims, he
gets into scrapes, he develops a strong, lithe body and a
nimble, inquiring mind. In the parochial school he is
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a nuisance with his eternal questions. The ,Priest finally
chases him out, and that is the end of his schooling. At
eleven he becomes a dishwasher at the railroad station.
He is beaten by the proprietor and kicked by the customers. ·Brutality, injustice, exploitation, prostitution,
robbing of drunken patrons-the impressionable youngster sees much and learns much on his job. He seeks
escape in reading. The life of Garibaldi and Voynich's
famous novel The Gadfly stir him to the depths of his
soul. Though he is not yet fully conscious of it, he becomes a rebel, a bitter foe of all exploitation and oppression of man by man. He has a fight with his boss
and, to the dismay of his poor mother, is thrown out of
his job. He then becomes an apprentice in the railroad
depot. He is bright, he learns quickly. But before
long the waves of the revolution strike Shepetovka.
Following his proletarian intuition, he chosses the right
side. At the age of fifteen, he is already in the Young
Communist League. He joins t:Qe Reds in the civil war,
first the army of Kotovski, later the cavalry of Budyonni.
Bold, courageous, enterprising, he is always in the
front ranks. He is seriously wounded in the head, and
lies unconscious for weeks. But from this first encounter
with death he rises victorious to join the fighting ranks
·again. When the revolution finally triumphs, Nikolai is
demobilized, goes back to the railway depot. But he
does not stay there long. His life becomes one endless
series of fulfilling difficult party tasks. He is always
among the first and the best. If it is on a railwaybuilding job in a swampy region, Nikolai is right on the
spot. If it is to guard the border at one of the most
dangerous sectors, Nikolai is right there. If it is the
secretaryship of the regional committee of the Young
Communist League, Nikolai takes the job.
Years at the front and the wound in the head have
· undermined his health. A grave case of typhus contracted on his railway-building job adds the finishing
touches. His health is ruined, yet he clings to his party
work. By 1927 paralysis sets in. He now lies fl2.t on
his back, he can move only the fingers of one hand. But
he does not yield. He continues his party work, conducting Marxist study circles in his home, teaching the
younger members of the party.
Then another terrible blow: he goes totally blind. He
cannot conduct .the study circles any longer. Absolutely'
immobile and sightless and with almost every organ of
his body, except the brain and the voice, in a state of
rapid disintegration, Nikolai Ostrovski nevertheless refuses to surrender. True, the idea of suicide occurs
to him, but he rejects it immediately as unworthy of a
Bolshevik. "Even when life becomes intolerable," says
the hero in his novel, "a Bolshevik must know how to
make it useful." Ostrovski reports to the party: "Physically I have lost alrriost everything. What is left is the
inextinguishable energy of youth and a passionate determination in some way to be useful to my party and my
class."
And so, this blind and paralyzed and hopelessly emaciated being, all skin and bones now-a thinking
mummy-sets out on a new career. He becomes an
author. He dictates his autobiographical nuvel How
Steel /Vas T emperej. When the novel is completed, he
sends his only copy to the publishers, but it is lost in the
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mails. Undaunted, he starts dictating all over again. In
1932 the first part of his novel is published. It is a
simple, straightforward, vigorous, fresh, optilpistic,
young, fervently proletarian story. It is a success. Children and old people, the cultured and uncultured read
it with equal absorption. Like Chapayev, Pavel Korchagin, the hero of Ostrovski's novel, becomes one of the
most beloved characters in Soviet literature. The name
of Korchagin-Ostrovski, the young Communist hero of
the civil war who lost his health, his sight, his limbs in
the struggle for the establishment of the Soviet power,
but who instead of being' crushed is kept alive by an
incandescent will to labor and create for the glory of
socialism, is on everyone's tongue. Admirers make pilgrimages from all over the country. The Communist
Party and the Soviet government surround him with
every possible comfort and care. On October 1, 1935,
the highest honor in the land is bestowed upon him, and
Petrovski, the aged president of the Ukrainian republic,
travels all the way to the Crimea personally to pin the
Order of Lenin on Ostrovski's chest.
"'0strovski is tremendously moved and grateful. "As
long as my heart still beats," he writes on that occasion,
"my whole life, to its very last throb, will be dedicated
to the training of the young people of our socialist
fatherland in the spirit of Bolshevism." He has only
one poignant regret: '~It pains me to think that in the
forthcoming final struggle with fascism I won't be able
to take my place at the battle front. A cruel affliction
has nailed me down." But it is not in Ostrovski's character to waste time in futile regrets. He'll do his Bolshevik part anyhow. "With so much greater pjission," he
vows, "will I smite the enemy with the other weapon with
which the party of Lenin and Stalin has armed me .... "
During the months that follow, despite his rapidly
failing health, Ostrovski displays incredible energy and
enthusiasm. He knows that he has not very long to go,
but plans of large works stir in his head. He is determined to go on, to be useful, to contribute his share to
socialist ·construction. He dictates, dictates, dictates,
welcoming insomnia, for it allows more time to work.
It takes three stenographers to keep up with him. He
suffers excruciating pains. He faints. But every time
he comes to, his first words are, "Forward, friends, forward-the manuscript must be handed in as per plan I"
He fulfills the plan four days ahead of time and he is
jubilant: "I, too, am a Stakhanovite !"
He deliberately and tenaciously fights death. "I'll
show the old witch yet how Bolsheviks die," he jests.
Only a couple of months before the end, he remarks to
a group of friends: "If you are told that I am dead,
don't believe it until you come here an,d actually convince yourselves. But if I am really vanquished, no one
will dare say 'he might have lived yet.' I will leave
only after I am absolutely licked. While even one cell
in my body remains alive, capable of resisting, I will
be alive, resisting."
He loves life, and he keenly responds to everything
about him, especially to political events. He· has the
papers read to him every morning. He also follows
the news on the radio. Spain pervades his being. To
the very end, his first question in the morning is, "How
about Madrid, does it still hold out?" And when told
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that it still holds out, his invariable cheerful comment is,
"Fine fellows I That means that I too must hold out I"
Every time he dozes off, he dreams of Spain. And
when he wakes with a start, he tells how he and the
Spanish comrades had captured a fascist cruiser and
what they had done to the fascist officers. Or he tells
how, as a soldier in the republican army, he made his
way through all kinds of dangers into the fascist camp
and killed General Franco. What jubilation there was
in Spain and throughout the rest of the proletarian
world I The dream of world revolution is his dearest
and most cherished dream. "The universal triumph of
our cause, that is what we want!" he concludes the recital of his adventures in Spain.
His last great joy is hearing over the radio Stalin's
report to the Eighth Extraordinary Congress of Soviets
on the new constitution. His last great sorrow comes
from the news that Andre Gide, tlie very same Gide
who had wept over him and kissed his hands, has written a slanderous book about the Soviet Union.
His letter to his mother, written about a week before
his death, reveals Ostrovski's Bolshevik character better
than anything one can tell about him:
Dear Little Mother: Today I have completed all the work
on the first volume of Born in the Storm. I have kept my word
to the Central Committee of the Komsomol that the book would
be finished by the fifteenth of December.
This whole month I worked "in three shifts." I sweated my
secretaries to the limit, robbing them of their rest day, making
them work from early morning till late into the night. Poor
girls! I don't know what they think of me, but I treated them
abominably.
Now it is all in the past. I am immeasurably tired. But the
book is finished and in three weeks it will come out in the
Roman-Gazetta in an edition of one hundred and fifty thousand, then in several other editions-altogether about a half a
million.
. . . You must have heard a:bout Andre Gide's treachery.
How he deceived our hearts then! And who, mother, could have
imagined that he would behave so vilely, so dishonorably I This

old man should be ashamed of. his action. He has deceived not
only us, but our whole great people. Now his book &turn
from the U.S.S.R. is being made use of by our enemies in their
struggle against socialism and against the working class. About
me Andre Gide wrote "well." He says that if I lived in Europe,
they would regard me as a "saint" there, and so on and so
forth. But I won't speak of him any more. His treachery was a
terribly heavy blow to me, for I had honestly believed his words
and his tears and his solemn praise, while he was here, of our
achievements and victories.
Now I will rest a whole month. I will work very little.
That is, of course, if I will be able to stand idleness. Our
characters, mother, as you know, are exactly alike. Still, I will
rest. I will read, listen to music, and sleep more-six hours
is really not enough.
Did you hear Comrade Stalin's speech? Write whether our
radio is working.
Forgive me, my own, for not having written to you all these
weeks. I never have you out of my mind. Take care of yourself and be cheerful. The winter months wilL pass soon and
with the spring I'll be coming back to you. I firmly press your
hands, your honest worker hands, and tenderly embrace you ...

Such was Nikolai Ostrovski. Toward the end he was
almost bodile~s-sheer energy-a mind decarnate yet
mundane, incorporeal yet earthly. He was, as it were,
the spiritual extract of the period, the patty, and the
class to which he belonged. Through him, on a, hitherto
unattained plane, the two central problems of man's
existence-his relation to society and his relation to
death-found their exquisite socialist solution.
As I stood in the guard of honor by his side, peering
into the eyes of the young people that filed past, it suddenly occurred to me that I was present at one of those
rare and mysterious moments when, on the basis of
sublime and emotionally charged fact, a great but until
now latent idea~ was being socially crystallized. For
here, to use Andre Gide's characterization, lay a saint,'
in the deepest and fullest sense a Communist hero~saint
-a pure and glowing symbol of an ideal of life inconceivable in any but a socialist society.

A Summer Night
The wind wheels over Manhattan like an enemy
storming, and we wake before dawn in the midst of bombardment,
turning our heads from the beams of lightning, searchlight
of death.
Then like newsreel on the flasl}ing wall, from Shanghai
floating in conquered creek toward the dark ceiling, the eyes
of uniformed soldiers, puffed with decay, the shocking smile.
Long rains of childhood return in the hush of rain,
and the morning twenty years gone, the shouts in the wet
doorway:
War At Last and our men over cloudy ocean marching in
parade.
Wavering years: the mind burning and our hands unsatisfied
ever:

gripping from job to job, in escape er search;
the children grown out of war and restless to return.
Helmet and muddy cheek, the grenade poised to throw,
natural we'll stand at last, watching in the man-deep furrow,
the explosive fountains, the shrapnel flowers with instantaneous
growth;
The hateful stance, the habit of bayonets, the doomed
gasping in deadly landscape, and the imagined wound
darkening the sheets while the pt:lse of guns still thunders in
the shallow room.
You gave no choice, Oh shouting rulers, so we learned none.
brave by routine, we'll cmne to pollute your brilliant guns,
your stadia, and your microphones-with your blood.
DAVID WoLFF.
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The

~outpany

By Thomas· Wolfe

W

HEN Joe went home that year he found
that Mr. Merrit also was in town. Almost
before the first greetings at the station were
over, Jim told him. The two brothers stood there grinning at each other. Jim, with his lean, thin, deeply
furrowed face, that somehow always reminded Joe so
curiously and so poignantly of Lincoln, and that also
somehow made him feel a bit ashamed, looked older
and more worn than he had the last time Joe had seen
him. He always looked a little older and a little more
worn; the years like the slow gray ash of time wore
at his temples and the corners of his eyes. His hair,
already sparse, had thinned back and receded from his
temples and there were little webbings of fine wrinkles
at the corners of his eyes. The t)VO brothers stood
there looking at each other, grinning, a little awkward,
but delighted. In Jim's naked worn eyts" Joe could see
how proud the older brother was of him, and something caught him in the throat.
But Jim just grinne~ at him, and in a moment said:
"I guess we'll have to sleep you out in the garage.
Bob Merrit is in town, you, you-or if you like, there's
a nice room at Mrs. Parker's right across the street,
and she'd be glad to have you."
Joe looked rather uncomfortable at the mention of
Mrs. Parker's name. She w;rs a worthy lady, but of a
literary turn of mind, and a pillar of the Woman's
Club. Kate saw his expression and laughed, poking
him in the ribs with her big finger.: "Ho, ·ho, ho, ho,
ho l You see what you're in for, don't you? The
prodigal son comes home and we give him his choice
of Mrs. Parker or the garage l Now is that life, or
not?'·'
Jim Doaks, as was his wont, took this observation
in very slowly. One could see him deliberating on it,
and then as it broke slowly on him, it sort of spread
all over his seamed face; he bared his teeth in a
craggy grin; a kind of rusty and almost unwilling
chu_s:kle came from him; he turned his head sideways,
and said "Hi-I," an expletive that with him was
·
always indicative of mirth.
"I don't mind a bit," protested Joe. "I think the
garage is swell. And then"-.they all grinned at each
other again with the affection of people wh·o know each
other so well that they are long past knowledge-"if
I get to belling around a·t night, I won't feel that I am
disturbing you when I come in . . . . And how is Mr.
Merrit, anyway?"
"Why, just fine," Jim answered with that air of
thoughtful deliberation which accompanied most of his
remarks. "He's just fine, I think. And he's been asking about you," said Jim seriously. "He wants to
see you."
"And we knew you wouldn't mind," Kate said more
seriously. "You know, it's business; he's with the

Company, and of course it's good policy to be as nice
to the·m as you can."
·
But in a moment, because such designing was really
alien to her own hospitable and wholehearted spirit,
she added: "Mr. Merrit is a nice fellow. I like him.
We're glad to have him anyway."
"Bob's all right," said Jim. "And I know he wants
to see you. Well," he said, "if we're all ready, let's
get going. I'm due back at the office now. Merrit's
·,coming in. If you'd like to fool around uptown until
one o'clock and see your friends, you could come by
then, and I'll run you out. Why don't you ·do that?
Merrit's coming out to dinner, too."
It was agreed to do this, and a few minutes later
Joe got out of the car upon the Public Square of the
town that he had not seen for a year.
THE TRUTH of the matter was that Joe not only felt
perfectly content at the prospect of sleeping in the
garage, but he also felt a pleasant glow at the knowl- '
edge that Mr. Robert Merrit was in town, and staying
at his brother's house.
Joe had never known exactly just what Mr. Robert
Merrit did. In Jim's spacious but ra·ther indefinite
phrase, he was referred to as "the Company's man."
And Joe did not know exactly what the duties of a
"Company's man" were, but Mr. Merrit made them
seem mighty pleasant. He turned up ruddy, plump,
well-kept, full of jokes, and immensely agreeable, every
two or three months, with a pocket that seemed perpetually full, and like the Jovian pitcher of milk of
Baucis and Philemon, perpetually replenished, in some
miraculous way, with big fat savory cigars, which he
was always handing out to people.
Joe understood, of course, that there was some business connection in the mysterious ramifications of "the
Company" between his brother Jim and Robert
Merrit. But he had never heard them "talk business"
together, nor did he know just what the business was.
Mr. Merrit would "turn up" every ·two or three
months like a benevolent and ruddy Santa Claus, making his jolly little jokes, passing out his fat cigars, put~
ting his arm around people's shoulders-in general,
making everyone feel good. In his own words, "I've
got to turn up now and then just to see that the boys
are ,behaving themselves, and not taking any wooden
nickels." Here he would wink at you in such an infectious way that you had to grin. Then he would give
you a fat cigar.
His functions did seem to be ambassadorial. .Really,
save for an occasional visit to the office, he seemed to
spend a good deal of his time in inaugurating an era
of good living every time he came· to town. He was
always taking the salesmen out to dinner and to lunch.
He was always "coming out to the house," and when

31he did come, one knew that Kate would have one of
her best meals ready, and that there would be some
good drinks. Mr. Merrit usually brought ·the drinks.
Every time he came to town he always seemed to bring
along with him a plentiful stock of high-grade beverages. In' other words, the man really did carry about
with him an aura of good fellowship and good living,
and that was why it was so pleasant now to know that
Mr. Merrit was in town and "stayin_g out· at the
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profitable, depending upon the amount of business and
commercial enterprise that was done in any given district. But the' median of one agent to a half-million
people was, in probability, a fairly accurate one for the
whole country.
Now, as to the higher purposes of this great institution, which the agent almost never referred to by name,
as who should not speak of the deity with coarse directness, but almost always with a just perceptible lowering
hous~''
r
and huskiness of the voice, as "the Company"-these
Mr. Merrit was not only a nice fellow. He was
higher purposes were also, when seen in their essential
also with ",the Company." And, since Jim was also a
purity, characterized by the. same noble directness and
member of "the Company," that made everything all
simplicity as marked the operations of the entire enterright. Because "the Company," Joe knew, was .someprise. This higher purpose, in the famous utterance of
how a vital, mysterious form irt· all their lives. Jim
the great man himself, invariably repeated every year
had begun to work for it when he was sixteen years
as a sort of climax or peroration to his hour-long harold-as a machinist's helper in the shops at Akron.
angue to his adoring disciples at the national convenSince then he had steadily worked his way up through
tion, was-sweeping his arm in a gesture of magnificent
all the states until now, "well-fixed" apparently, he was
and grandiloquent command toward the map of the
a district manager-an important member of "the
entire United States of America-"There ic your
sales organization."
market. Go out and sell them."
"The Company," "the sales organization"-mysWhat could be simpler or more beautiful than this?
terious titles, both of them. But most comforting.
What could be more eloquently indicative of that quality
of noble directness, mighty sweep, and far-seeing imagII
ination, which has been celebrated in the annals of
HE .sales organization-or, to use a word that
modern literature under the name of "vision"? "There
at this time was coming into common speech,
is your market. Go out and sell them."
the functional operation-of the F~deral Weight,
Who says the age of romance is dead? Who says
Scale & Computing Co., while imposing in its ramified
there are no longer giants on the earth in these days?
complexity of amount and number, was in its essence
It is.Napoleon speaking to his troops before the pyraso beautifully simple that to a future age, at least, the
mids. "Soldiers, forty centuries are looking down on
system of enfeoffments in the Middle Ages, the relation
you." It is John Paul Jones: "We have met the enemy
between the liege lord and his serf, may well seem
and they are ours." It is Dewey, on the bridge deck of
complex by comparison.
the Oregon: "You may fire when you are ready,
The organization of the sales system was briefly just
Gridley." It is General Grant before the works of
this, and nothing more: the entire country was divided
Petersburg: "I propose to fight it out on this line if it
takes all summer."
into districts and over each district an agent was appointed... This . agent, in turn, employed salesmen to
"There's your market. Go out and sell them.'' The
cover the various portions of his district. In addition
words had the same spacious sweep and noble simplicity
to these salesmen there was also an "o-ffice man" whose
that have always characterized the utterances of the
function, as his name implies, was to look after the
great leaders at every age and epoch of man's history.
office, attend to any business that filight come up when
It is true that there had been a time when the aims
the agent and his salesmen were away, take care of
and aspirations of "the Company" had been more
any spare sheep. who might stray in of their own volition
modest ones. There had been a time when the founder
without having been enticed thither by the pet;suasive
of the institution, the father. of the present governor,
herdings of the salesmen and their hypnotic words; and
John S. Appleton, had confined his ambitions to these
a "repair man" whose business it was to repair damaged
modest words: "I should like to see one of my machines
or broken-down machines.
in every store, shop, or business in the United States
Although in the familiar conversation of the agents,
that needs one, and that can afford to pay for one."
a fellow agent was said to ·be the agent for a certain
The high aims expressed in these splendid words
town-Smith, for example, was "the Knoxville man,"
would seem to the inexperienced obseryer to be farJones, the Charleston one, Robinson, the one at Richreaching enough, but as any agent upon the company's
mond, etc., these agencies, ·signified by the name of the
roster could now tell you, they were so· conventional
to~n in which the agent had his office, comprised the
in their modest pretentions as to be practically middistrict that surrounded them.
Victorian. Or, as the agent himself might put it:
In Catawba there were six agencies and six agents. . "That's old stuff now-we've gone way beyond that.
The population of the state was about three million.
Why, if you wanted to sell a machine to someone who.
needs one, you'd get nowhere. Don't wait until he
In other words, each agent had a district of approxineeds one-make him buy one now. Suppose he doesn't
mately one-half •million people. Not that the distribution worked out invariably in this way. There was
need one; all right, we'll make him see the need of one.
no set rule for the limitation of an agency, some agenIf he has na...need of one, why we'll create .the need."
In a more technical phrase, this was known as "creatcies were larger than others and considerably more
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ing the market," and this beautiful and poetic invention was the inspire,d work of one man, the fruit of the
vision of none other than the great John S. Appleton,
Jr., himself.
In fact, in one impassioned flight of oratory before
his assembled parliaments, John S. Appleton, Jr., had
become so intoxicated with the grandeur of his own
visiol). that he is said ·to have paused, gazed dreamily
into unknown vistas of magic Canaan, and suddenly to
have given utterance in a voice quivering with surcharged emotion to these words: "My friends, the
possibilities of the market, now that we have created
it, are practically unlimited." Here he was silent for
a moment, and those who were present on that historic
' occasion say that for a moment the great man paled,
-and then he seemed 'to stagger as the full impact of his
vision smote him with its vistas. His voice is said to
have trembled so when he tried to speak that for a
J
moment he could not control himself. It is said that
when he uttered those memorable words, which from
that moment on were engraved upon the hearts of
every agent there, his voice faltered, sunk to an almost
inaudible whisper, as if ,he himself could hardly comprehend the magnitude of his own conception.
"My friends," he muttered thickly, and was seen
to reel and clutch the rostrum for support, "my friends,
seen properly . . . " he whispered and moistened his
dry lips, but here, those who are present say, his voice
grew stronger and the clarion words blared forth
" ... seen properly, with the market we have created,
there is no reason why one of our machines should not
be in the possession of every man, woman, and child in
the United States of America."
Then came the grand, familiar gesture to the great
map of these assembled states: "There's your market,
boys. Go out and sell them."
Such, then, were the sky-soaring aims and aspirations
of the Federal Weight, Scale & Computing Co. in the
third decade of the century, and such, reduced to its
naked and essential simplicity, was the practical effort,
the concrete purpose oJ every agent in the company.
Gone were the days forever, as they thought, when their
operations must be confined and limited merely to those
business enterprises who needed, or thought they
needed, a weight scale or computing machine. The
sky was the limit, and for any agent to have even hinted
that anything less or lower than the sky was possibly
the limit, would have been an ~ct of such impious sacrilege as to have merited his instant expulsion from the
true church and the living faith-the church and faith
of John S. Appleton, Jr., which was called "the Company.11
In the pursuit and furtherance and consummation
of this grand and element'hl aim, the organization of
the company worked with the naked drive, the beautiful
precision of a locomotive piston. Over the salesmen
was the agent, and over the agent was the district
supervisor, and over the district supervisor was the
district manager, and over the district manager was
the general manager, and over the general manager was
... was ... God himself, or, as the agents more properly referred to him, in voices that fell naturally to the
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hush of reverence, "the Old Man."
The operation of this beautiful and powerful machine
can perhaps best be described to the lay reader by a
series of concrete and poetic images. Those readers,
for example, with an interest in painting, who are
familiar with some of the terrific drawings of old Pieter
Breughel, may recall a certain gigantic product of his
genius which bears the title The Big Fish Eating Up the
Little Ones, and which portrays just that. The great
whales and monster leviathans of the vasty deep swallowing the sharks, the sharks swallowing the swordfish,
the swordfish swallowing the great bass, the gre;tt bass
swallowing the lesser mackerel, the lesser mackerel
eating up the herrings, the herrings gulping down the
minnows, and so on down the whole swarming and
fantastic world that throngs the sea-floors of the earth,
until you get down to the tadpoles, who, it is to be
feared, have nothing smaller than themselves to swallow.
Or, to a reader interested in history, the following
illustration may make the operation of the system plain.
At the end of a long line that stretches from the
pyramids until the very portals of. his house, the great
Pharaoh, with a thonged whip in his hands, which he
vigorously and unmercifully applies to the bare back
and shoulders of the man ahead of him, who is great
Pharaoh's great chief overseer, and in the hand of
Pharaoh's great chief overseer likewise a whip of many
tails which the great chief overseer unstintedly applies
to the quivering back and shoulders of the wretch before
him, who is the great chief overseer's chief lieutenant,
and in the lieutenant's hand a whip of many tails which
he applies to the suffering hide of his head sergeant, and
in the head s·ergeant's hand a wicked flail with which
he belabors the pelt of a whole company of groaning
corporals, and in the hands of every groaning corporal,
a wicked whip with which they lash and whack the
bodies of a whole regiment of grunting slaves, who toil ·
and sweat and bear burdens and pull and haul and
build the·towering structure of the pyramid.
Or, finally, for those readers with an interest in
simple mechanics, the following illustration may suffice.
Conceive an enormous flight of stairs with many landings, and at the very top of it, supreme and masterful,
a man, who kicks another man in front of him quite
solemnly in the seat of the pants, this man turns a
somersault and comes erect upon the first and nearest
landing and immediately, and with great decision, kicks
the man in front of him down two more landings of
these enormous stairs, who, on arriving, kicks the next
incumbent down three landing flights, and so on to the
bottom, where there is no one left to kick.
Now these, in their various ways, and by the tokens
of their various imagery, fairly describe the sim.ple but
effective operations of the Company. Four times a
year, at the beginning of each quarter, John S. Appleton
called his general manager before him and kicked him
down one flight ef stairs, saying, "You're not getting
the business. The market is there. You know what
you can do about it-or else.... "
And the general manager repeated the master's words
and operations on his chief assistant managers, and they .
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in turn upon the district managers, and they in turn
company, of no matter what position or what rank,
upon the district supervisors, and they in turn upon the
had what was called a "quota"-that is to say, a cerdistrict agents,. and they in turn upon the lowly salestain fixed amount of business which was established
men, and they in turn, at long and final last, upon the
as the normal average of his district and capacity. A
final recipient of all swift kicks-the general public,
man's quota differed according to the size of his territhe amalgamated Doakses of th·e earth.
tory, its wealth, its business, and his own experience
It is true that to the lay observer the operation did
and potentiality. If he was a district agent, his personal
not appear so brutally severe as has been described.
quota would be higher than that of a mere salesman
It is true that the iron hand was cunningly concealed
in a district. One man's quota would be sixty, another's
in the velvet glove, but there was no mistaking the fact,
eighty, another's ninety or one hundred. Each of these
as those who had once felt its brutal grip could testify,
men, however, no matter how small or large his quota
that the iron hand was there and could be put to ruthmight be, was eligible for membership in the Hundred
less use at any moment. It is true that the constant
Club, provided he could average 100 percent of his
menace of that iron hand was craftily disguised by
quota-hence the name. If he averaged more, if he
words of cheer, by talk of fair rewards and bonuses,
got 120 percent of his quota, or 150 percent, or 200
but these plums of service could turn bitter in the
percent, there were appropriate honors and rewards,
mouth, the plums themselves were just a threat of stern
not only of a social but of a financial nature. One
reprisal to those who were not strong or t.all enough
could be high up in the Hundred Club or low down
to seize them. One was not given his choice of having
in the Hundred Club: it had almost as many degrees
plums or of not having plums. It is no exaggeration to
of honor and of merit as the great Masonic order. But
say that one was told he ,must have plums, that he must
of one thing, one could be certain: one must belong to
get plums, that if he failed to gather plums another
the Hundred Club if one wanted to continue to belong
picker would be put into his place.
to "the Company."
· And of all the many wonderful and beautiful invenThe unit of the quota system was "the point." If a
tions which the great brain of Mr. John S. Appleton
salesman or an agent stated that his personal quota was
had created and conceived, this noble invention of plumeighty, it was understood that his quota was eighty
picking was the simplest and most cunning of the lot.
points a month, th~t this was the desired goal, the
For be it understood that these emoluments of luscious
average, toward which he should strive, which he should
fruit were not wholly free. For every plum' the picker
not fall below, and which, if possible, he should try to
took unto himself, two more were added to the plentebetter. If a salesman's quota was eighty points a month,
ous store of Mr. Appleton. And the way this agriculand he averaged eighty points a month throughout the
tural triumph was achieved was as follows:
year, he became automatically a member of the HunMr. Appleton was 'the founder of a great social ordred Club. And if he surpassed this quota, he received
ganization known as the Hundred Club. The ~member
distinction, promotion, and reward in the Hundred
ship of the Hundred Club was limited exclusively to
Club, in proportion to the degree of his increase. The
Mr. Appleton himself and the agents, salesmen, and
unit Qf the point itself was fixed at forty dollars. Theredistrict managers of his vast organization. The adfore, if a salesman's quota was eighty points a month
vantages of belonging to the Hundred Club were quickly
and he achieved it, he must sell the products of the
apparent to everyone. Although it was asserted that
Federal Weight, Scale & Computing Co. to the amount
membership in the Hundred Club was not compulsory,
of more than three thousand dollars every month, and
almost forty thousand dollars in the year.
if one did not belong to it the time was not far distant
The rewards were high. A salesman's commission
when one would not belong to Mr. Appleton. The club,
averaged from 1S to 20 percent of his total sales; an
therefore, like all the nobler Appleton inventions, was
contrived cunningly of the familiar ingredients of simagent's, from 20 to 25 percent, in addition to tht>
plicity and devilish craft, of free will and predestina- . bonuses he could earn by achieving or surpassing his
full quota. Thus, it was entirely possible for an ordinary
tion.
The club had the extraordinary distinction of comsalesman in an average district tQ earn from six to
pelling people to join it while at the same time
eight thousand dollars a year, and for an agent to earn
giving them, through its membership, the proud prestige
from twelve to fifteen thousand dollars, and even more
of social distinction. Not to belong to the Hundred
if his district was an exceptionally good one.
Club, for an agent or a salesman, was equivalent to
So far, so good. The rewards, it is now apparent,
living on the othe~ side of the railroad tracks. If one
were high, the inducements great. Where does the
did not get in, if one could not reach high enough to
iron hand come in? It came in in many devious and
make it, he faded quickly from the picture, his fellows
subtle ways, of which the principal and most dire~t was
spoke of him infrequently. When someone said,
this: once a man's quota had been fixed at any given
"What's Bob Klutz doing now?" the answers would
point, the Company did not reduce it. On the contrary,
be sparse and definitely vague, and, in course of time,
if a salesman's quota was eighty points in any given
Bob Klutz would be spoken of no more. He would
year and he achieved it, he must be prepared at the
fade out in oblivion. He was "no longer with the
beginning of the new year to find that his quota had
Company."
been increased to ninety points. In other words, the
Now, the purpose and the meaning of the Hundred
plums were there, but always, year by year, upon a
Club was this. Each agent and each salesman in the
somewhat higher bough. "June Was the Greatest Month
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in Federal History"-so read the gigantic posters
which the Company was constantly sending out to all
its district offices-uMake July a Greater One! The
Market's There, Mr. Agent, the Rest Is Up to You,"
etc.
In other words, this practice as applied to salesmanship resembled closely the one that has since been known
in the cotton mills as the stretch-out system. June was
the greatest month ·in federal history, but July must
be a bigger one, and one must never look back on forgotten Junes with satisfaction. One must go on and upward constantly, the race was to the swift. The pace
was ever faster and the road more steep.
The result of this on plain humanity may be infe~red.
It was shocking and revolting. If the spectacle of the
average federal man at work was an alarming one,
the spectacle of that same man at play was simply
tragic. No more devastating comment could be made ·
on the merits of that vaunted system, which indeed in
its essence was the vaunted system at that time of all
business, of all America, than the astQunding picture
df the assembled cohorts of the Hundred Club gathered
together in their yearly congress for a "Week of Play."
For, be it known, one of the chief rewards of membership in this · distinguished body, in addition to the
bonuses and social distinctions, was a kind of grandiose
yearly outing which lasted for a week and which was
conducted "at the Company's expense." These yearly
' excursions of the fortunate group took various forms,
but they were conducted on a lavish scale. The meeting
place would be in New York, or in Philadelphia, or in
Washington; sometimes the pleasure trip was to
Bermuda, sometimes to Havana, sometim'es across the
continent to California and hack again, sometimes to
Florida, to the tropic opulence of Miami and Palm
Beach; but wherever the voyage led, whatever the
scheme might be;, it was always grandiose, no expense
was spared, everything was done on the grand scale,
and the Company-the immortal Company, the paternal, _noble, and great.1hearted Company-"paid for
everything."
If the journey was to be by sea, to Bermuda or to
Cuba's shores, the Company chartered a transatlanti~
liner-one of the smaller but luxurious twenty-thousand
tanners of the Cunard, the German Lloyd, or the
Holland-American lines. From this time on, the Hundred Club was given a free sweep. The ship was theirs
and all the minions of the ship were theirs, to do their
bidding. All the liquor in t'he world was theirs, if they
could drink it. And Bermuda's coral isles, the most
unlicensed privilege of gay Havana. For one short
week, for one brief gaudy week of riot, everything on
earth was theirs that money could buy or that the Company could command. It was theirs for the askingand the Company paid for all.
It was, as we have said, a tragic spectacle: the spectacle of twelve or fifteen hundred men, for on these
pilgrimages, by general consent, women-or their
wives at any rate-were disbarred-the spectacle of
twelve or fifteen hundred men, Americans, of middle
years, in the third decade of this century, exhausted,
overwrought, their nerves frayed down and stretched

to breaking point, met from all quarters of the con.:
tinent "at the Company's expense" upon a greyhound
of the sea for one wild week of pleasure. That speer
tacle had in its essential elements connotations bf such
general and tragic force in its relation and its reference to the entire scheme of things and the plan of life
that had produced it that a thoughtful Martian, had
he been vouchsafed but thirty minutes on this earth
and could he have spent those thirty minutes on one of
the crack liners that bore the Hundred Club to tropic
shores, might have formed conclusions about the life
of this tormented little cinder where we live that would
have made him sorrowful that he had ever come and
eager for the moment when his thirty-minute sojourn
would be ended.

I

III

T was a few minutes before one o'clock when Joe entered his brother's office. The outer sales room, with
its glittering stock of weights, scales, and computing
machines, imposingly arranged on walnut pedestals, was
deserted. From the little partitioned space behind,
which served Jim as an office, he heard the sound of
VOICes.

He recognized Jim's voice-low, grave, and hesitant, deeply troubled-at once. vhe other voice he had
._
never heard before.
But as he heard that voice, he began to tremble and
grow white about the lips. For that voice was a foul
insult to human life, an ugly sneer whipped across the
face of decent humanity, and as it came to him that
this voice, these words were being used against his
brother, he had a sudden blind feeling of murder in his
heart.
And what was, in the midst of this horror, so
perplexin~ and so troubling, was that this devil's voice
had in it as well a curiously human note, as of someone
he had known.
Then it came to him in a flash-it was Merrit speaking. The owner of that voice, incredible as it seemed,
was none other than that plump, well-kept, jolly looking man, who had always been so full of cheerful and .
good-hearted spirits every time he had seen him.
Now, behind that evil little partition of glazed gl~ss
and varni~hed wood, this man's voice had suddenly
become fiendish. It was inconceivable and, as Joe
listened, he grew sick with horror, as a man does in
some·awfulnightmarewhen sudqenly he envisions sOJneone familiar doing some perverse and abominable act.
And what was most dreadful of all was the voice of his
brother, humble, low, submissive, modestly entreating.
He could hear Merrit's voice cutting across the air like
a gob of rasping phlegm, and then Jim's low voicegentle, hesitant, deeply troubled-coming in from time
to time by way of answer.
"Well, what's the matter? Don't you want the job?"
''Why-why, yes, you know I do, Bob," and Jim's
voice lifted a little in a troubled and protesting laugh.
"What's the matter that you're not getting the business?"
"Why-why ... "Again th.e troubled and protesting
little laugh. "I thought I was ... !"
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"Well, you're not!" That rasping voice fell harsh
upon the air with the brutal nakedness of a knife. "This
district ought to deliver 30 percent more business than
you're getting from it, and the Company is going to
have it, too-or else! You deliver or you go right out
upon your can! See? The Company doesn't give a damn
about you. It's after the business. You've been around
a long time, but you don't mean a damn bit more to
the Company .than anybqdy else. And you know what's
happened to a lot of other guys who got to feeling
they were too big for their job, don't you?"
"Why-why, yes, Bob~ . . . " Again the troubled
and protesting laugh. "But-honestly, I never
thought...."
"We don't give a damn what you never thought I';
the brutal voice ripped in. "I've given you fair warning now. You get the business or out you go I"
Merrit came out of the little partition-cage into the
cleaner light of the outer room. When he saw Joe, he
looked startled for a moment. Then he was instantly
transformed. His plump and ruddy face was instantly
wreathed in smiles, he cried out in a hearty tone: "Well,
well, well! Look who's here I If it's not the old boy
himself I"
He shook hands with Joe, and as he did so, turned
and winked humorously at Jim, in the manner of older
men when they are carrying on a little bantering by-play
in the presence of a younger one.

"Jim, I believe he gets better-looking every time I
see him. Has he broken any hearts y'et ?"
Jim tried to smile, gray-faced and haggard.
"I hear you're burning them up in the big town,"
said Merrit, turning to the younger man. "Great stuff,
son, we're proud of you."
And with another friendly pressure of the hand, he
turned away with an air of jaunty readiness,· picked up
his hat, and said cheerfully: "Well" what d'ya say,
folks? Didn't I hear somebody say something about
one of the madam's famous meals, out at the old
homestead. Well, you can'-t hurt my feelings. I'm ready
if you are. Let's go."
And smiling, ruddy, plump, cheerful, a perverted
picture of amiable good-will to all the world, he sauntered through the door. And for a moment the two
brothers just stood there looking at each other, drawn
and haggard, with a bewildered expression in their
eyes.
In Jim's decent eyes, also, there was a look of shame.
In a moment, with that instinct for loyalty which was
one of the roots of his soul, he said: "Bob's a good
fellow . . . . you . . . you see, he's got to do these
things .... He's ... he's with the Company."
Joe didn't say anything. He couldn't. He had just
found out something about life he hadn't known before.
And it was all so strange, so different from what he
-,
thought it would be.

W ot•ds for Federico Garcia Lorea
By Rafael Alberti

T

HESE are the first words I've written about
you since your death, Federico, since that crime
for which there are no words committed against
you in your own Granada. Although these few lines
are intended as a prologue to your Gypsy Ballads
( Romancero Gitano), they are written for you, sent
to you, speaking to you through the hearts of the Spanish people who will read them, and who continue to
learn your poems by heart.
.
I remember now the first day of our friendship, in the
little garden of the Student House in Madrid, in October 1924. You had just come back from Granada,
from Fuente Vaqueros, and you brought with you the
first ballad for your book:
Green as I would have you green.
Green wind. Green branches . . .

I heard you read it for the first time. Your best ballad.
Without doubt, the best in present-day Spanish poetry.
Your "green wind" struck us all, leaving its echo in our
ears. Even now, after thirteen years, it continues to
sound through the newest branches of our poetry.
Juan Ramon Jimenez, from whom you learned so

much, as all of us have learned, created in his Arias
Tristes the lyric ballad, strange, musical, unforgettable.
You, with your "Romance Sonambulo," invented the
dramatic form, full of secret chills and mysterious
-blood-streams. La Tierra de A lvargonztilez by An-.
tonio Machado is a narrative romance, a terrible Castillian tale put into poetry. It can be told as a story. The
happenings in the "Romance Sonambulo" and other
poems to be found in your Romancero Gitano cannot be
recounted. They elude all the efforts of the story-teller.
You, on the foundations of the ancient Spanish form of
the romance, along with Juan Ramon and Machado,
created another style, strange and strong, at once both
a support and a crown for the old Castillian tradition.
Then the war came. The people and the poets of
our land wrote ballads. In ten months of warfare,
nearly a thousand have been collected. You-and you
are the greater for it-seem to have influenced almost
all of them. Your voice, hidden under other voices, is
heard in our struggle. But that which speaks to us the
loudest is your blood. It cries out with all its strength,
and rises like an immense fist, clenched in ,accusation and
in protest. Nobody wants to believe it. It's impossible.
Nobody feels th~t you are dead. We can't imagine you
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standing in front of a firing squad. They took you out
at dawn. Some say to a cemetery. Others, on a road.
The truth is ... but can anyone speak the truth about
this·? That's how it is.
With their patent leather souls
they come down the road ...
Who could have warned you that these same civil
guards of your poems would one day kill you at dawn
on the deserted outskirts of your own Granada? That's
how it was I That death wasn't yours.
I was on the island of Ibiza on that eighteenth of
July when the insurrection broke it. The civil guards
came to look for me. I fled. For seventeen days I
wandered in the mountains. Rainer Maria Rilke says
that some people die wi~h the death of others, not with
their own death that properly belongs to them. It was
your death that should have been mine. You were executed. I escaped. But your blood is still fresh, and
will be for a long time.
The editions of your Romancero Gitano increase.
Your name and your memory take root in Spain, in the
very heart of our land. Let no one try to transplant
those roots. The earth itself where they penetrate
would not. consent. It would burst into flames, into shot
and shell, and scorch the hands of those who try to up-

root you. The Spanish Falangists, your assassins, attempt villainously now to take advantage of your glory,
riddled by the bullets of their own guns. They want to
make of you, falsely, the poet of imperial Spain-Mussolini's poor imperial Spain I Let them try I In their
shamelessness your executioners seem to forget that
your name and your poetry continue to march, now and
forever, on the lips of the fighting people in the ranks
of Spain's anti-fascist forces. Each poem of yours we
recite echoes like a powerful accusation against your
assassins.
We remember. We shall remember. We can't forget. We recognize the faces ~f those who would expose
you, standing your body on foot again to help them continue the terrible farce of the most stupid and horrible
of crimes committed in this war. But we will not consent" to it. They will fail. We will keep your hands
clean-we who were your friends and fellow-poets, Luis
Cernuda, Manuel Altolaguirre, Emilio Prados, Vincente Aleixandre, Pablo Neruda, Miguel Hernandez,
myself. With the same sad and magnificent people of
your poems, we will guard your memory, your constant
presence, and celebrate your name with the fervor that
the poetsof old held toward the young Garcilaso de la
Vega who rode without a helmet against the ranks of
the enemy and died, honored alike for his bravery and
his songs.

Five Poems by Federico Garcia Lorca
TRANSLATED BY LANGSTON HUGHES

Ballad of One Doomed
Loneliness without end!
The little eyes of my body
and the big eyes of my horse
never close at night
nor look the other way
where sleep like three boats
tranquilly disappears
in the distance.
Instead, shields of wakefulness,
my eyes, clean and hard,
look toward a north of metals
and of cliffs
where my veinless body
consults frozen cards.
Heavy water-oxen charge
boys who bathe in the moons
of their waving horns.
And the hammers sing
on the somnambulous anvils
of the insomnia of the horseman,
and the insomnia of the horse.
The twenty-fifth of June
they said to Amargo,
Now you can cut if you wish
the oleanders in your courtyard.
Paint a cross on the door

and put your name beneath it,
for hemlock and nettle
shall take root in your side,
and the waters of wet lime
eat at your shoe-leather
at night in the dark
in the mountains of magnet
where water-oxen drink
of the dreaming reeds.
Ask for lights and bells.
Learn to cross your hands
and love the cold air
of metals and of cliffs
because within two months
you'll lie down shrouded.
Santiago moves his starry
sword in the air.
Heavy with silence, behind him
the bent sky flows.
The tw~nty-fifth of June
Amargo opened his eyes
and the twenty-fifth of August
he lay down to close them.
Men came down the street
to look upon the marked one
who hung on the wall
his loneliness without end.
And the impeccable sheet
with its hard Roman accent

gave death a balance
by the straightness
of its folds.

The Faithless Wife
I took her to the river
thinking she was single,
but she had a husband.
It was the night of Santiago
and almost because I'd promised.
They put out the street lights
and lit up the crickets.
At the farthest corners
I touched her sleeping breasts
and they opened for me
quickly like bouquets of hyacinths.
The starch of her underskirts
rustled in my ears
like a piece of silk
slit by ten knives.
With no silvery light on their crowns
the trees have grown bigger
while a horizon of dogs bark
off by the river.
Beyond the brambles,
the rushes and the hawthornes,

I
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beneath their mat of hair
I made a hole on the slippery bank.
I took off my tie.
She took off her dress.
I, my belt with the pistol.
She, the four parts of her bodice.
Neither lilies nor snail shells
have such loveiy skin,
nor do the crystals of the moon
shine with such a light.
Half full of fire
and half full of cold,
her thighs slip away from me
like frightened fish.
That night ran off
down the best of roads
on a mother-of-pearl colt
with no bridle and no stirrups.
Being a man, I can't tell you
the things that she told me.
The light of understanding
-- has made me very ca.reful.
Soiled with kisses and sand
I took her from the river
while the swords of the lilies
battled with the air.
I acted like the true
gypsy that I am,
and gave her a present of a work-box
of straw-colored satin,
but I didn't want to love her
because, being married,
she told me she was single
when I took her to the river.

The Gypsy Nun
Silence of lime and myrtle.
Mallow among the herbs.
The nun embroiders gilliflowers
on a straw-colored cloth.
Seven rainbow birds
fly through gray spider webs.
The church groans in the distance
like a bear on its back.
How well she embroiders!
With what grace!
On the straw-colored cloth
she puts flowers of her fancy.
What a sunflower I
What magnolias of spangles and ribbons I
What saffron and what moons
on the cloth for the mass I
Five grapefruits sweeten
in a· nearby kitchen.
The five wounds of Christ
cut in Almeria.
In the eyes of the nun
two horsemen gallop.
A far-off final rumor
tears open her shirt-front,
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and at the sight of clouds and mountains
in the distant stillness
her heart of sweet herps and sugar
breaks. Ohl
What a steep plain
with twenty suns above I
What rivers stand on tiptoe
to glimpse her fantasies.·
But she keeps on with her flowers
while the light in the breeze
plays a game of chess
at her high grilled window.

The Arrest of
Antonito El Camborio
on the Road to Seville
Antonio Torres Heredia,
son and grandson of Camborios,
starts out for Seville to see the bull fights
with a dry reed for a cane.
Dark as a copper-colored moon,
he walks slowly and proudly.
His oily curls fall shining
in to his eyes.
Half way down the road
he starts cutting round lemons
and throwing them in the water
until the water turns all golden.
And half way down the road
under the branches of an oak,
the Civil Guards on duty
overtake him elbow to elbow.
The d~y passes slowly.
The afternoon hangs on one shoulder
and sweeps its bull-fighter's cape
over the sea and over the streams.
The olive groves await
the night of Capricorn,
whilt a little breeze on horseback
jumps over the hills of lead.,
Antonio Torres Heredia,
son and grandson of Camborios,
walks without his reed of a cane
between the five guards
in their three-cornered hats.
Antonio, who are you?
If you were really named 'camborio
you'd have made a fountain
of blood with five streams.
You're neither legitimate Camborio
nor anybody else's ·son.
The gypsies are gone
who used to wander the hills alone.
Their old knives shiver
in the dust.
At nine o'clock at night
they took him to the jail,
while the Civil Guards

drank lemonade.
At nine o'clock at night
they locked up the jail,
while the sky shone brightly
like the croup of a colt.

Death of
A ntoiiito El C amborio
Voices of death are heard
on the Guadalquivir.
Ancient voices drawing near
like the voices of male carnations.
He attacked their shoes
with the bite of a wild boar.
In the fight he leaped
like a soapy dolphin.
He bathed his crimson tie
with enemy blood,
but there were four daggers
so he had to go down.
When the stars with knives
attacked the gray water,
when the young bulls dreamed
veronicas of gilliflowers,
voices of death were heard
on the Guadalquivir.
Antonio Torres Heredia,
Camborio of the tough mane,
dark as a green moon,
voice of male carnation:
Who took your life
near the Guadalquivir?
My four cousins, the Heredias,
sons of Benameji.
WJ;tat they didn't envy in others,
they always envied in me:
my red-brown shoes,
my medallions of ivory,
and my skin that's kneaded
of olives and jasmine.
Ah, Antonito el Camborio,
worthy of an empress I
Put your mind on the Virginyou're about to die.
Ah, Federico Garcia,
call the Civil Guards.
My body is all broken
like a stalk oi grain.
Three spurts of blood there were
and he died in profile•.
A piece of live money
that can never be repeated.
A withered angel placed
his head on a cushion.
Others, weary of shame,
lighted a cand1e.
And when the four cousins
got home to Benameji,
the voices of death were quiet
on the Guadalquivir.
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When Poets Stood Alone
By Dorothy Van Ghent
He stood at last by God's help and the police;
But he remembered the time when he stood alone.
-WALLACE STEVENS: Anglais mort a Florence.

T

HE basic shift from an individualist. to a corporate" society, which is reflected in every present-day activity and in almost every present-day
state of mind, has resulted in a fairly complete discrediting of recent literary tradition. The movement is
charact~rized by volition and consciousness. There is
talk of new orientation, of "adjustment," and so forth.
Seminars argue on how to embrace the masses in poetry
and on how to accommodate the machine. Poetry cirCles in writers' congresses discuss the difficulties of em-·
bodying social significance in the personal lyric. Radical
changes in society and accepted philosophy urge similarly radical changes in lite'rature, so much so that we
forget to protect ourselves from assuming that literature begins with us.
But despite all this consciousness, there is little analysis of, or perhaps it· would be better to say little interest
in, the real character of recent traditions, that is, their
real character aside from gross philosophical implications. The philosophical implications in the grand sense
have been repudiated as effete. And as so often happens when the bath is thrown out, the baby went with
it. Now the baby in this case happened to have been a
renaissance, and this is unfortunate for us, fot a renaissance ought to be something in an America. It ought
to be (to change the baby to a dog) one little dog
whom we might know and who might know us, and if
we have to run with shorn skirts out of earshot of his
bark, the time seem_s awfully long before we can again
adjust to our nudities. The nudities to which we must
adjust without benefit of tradition are mainly industrialism and social collectivity.
Why without benefit of tradition? Because, so our
philosophy shows us, the writers of 1911-29 owed their
felicities to the opposites of these facts, to agrarian culture and to individualism; and as social contradictions
. wore on, the attitudes assumed to be basic to their art
became untenable, both for them and for us.
Confining our attention to poetry alone, we find, however, two things that .are very curious and not very pe·rsuasive about this shift in values. The first is that the
"art" of these writers-an ambiguous distinction, of
course, and one that must be clarified later-cannot be
so identified with whatever effete philosophies. they may
have held, any more than the baby can be identified with
the bathtub. And the second is that there has been a
real continuity between certain aspects of the tradition
of 1911-29 and our own practice, but that this continuity has been of the most unfortunate character. In
other words, where there should have been retention
there has been discard, and where there should have

been discard there has been retention. All this argues a
real lack of literary consciousness. So dominant has
been· our social and philosophical consciousness, and so
abstract, that we have walked right over the matter on
which we should exercise ourselves.
Observed from the· point of view of philosophy in
the gross sense, or from the point of view, in less intellectual poetry, of temperamental bias, the shift from an
individualist to a corporate scheme of things and from
an agrarian to an industrial culture is very clearly reflected in the poetry of the recent period. Therefore an
attempt will be .made in the first part of this paper to
trace out briefly the features which seem to characterize·
it. Nevertheless one ought to bear in mind the fact
that such a picture is confined to main philosophical
aspects and that other aspects lie obscured-even other
philosophical aspects, since philosophy is embedded as
much in a tenderness for red wheelbarrows as in devotion to death or to the church. The attempt is made
merely in order to give the devil his due, since there
must be a certain validity in our repudiation of that
part of the tradition which is useless to us. It will then
be possible to reconstruct those elements which it would
be to our disadvantage to lose.
To start at the beginning, the Imagist movement
was the touchstone of the poetic renaissance, and the
one unadulterated and universally acknowledged Imagist was H.D. In her poetry the hard, the clear, the
dehumanized quality of T. E. Hulme's Third Reich
stood forth with precision. Flowers, stones, and the
Greeks. But H.D., as she is described by Amy Lowell,
was very busy "flinging herself bravely upon the spears
of her reactions": in other words, intense individualism.
And because of .the basic shift in social attitudes, Imagism of the kind represented by H.D. is dead.
Again, the godfather of all movements was Ezra
Pound. From a gross philosophical point of view Mr.
Pound's basic shift was Heraclitus: seeing nothing but
literature as an antidote to ·flux, he took flux to his
bosom and nursed it on literature: whence the Cantos
with their disconcerting jumping-around. Chaos, then,
in Pound, and chaos is not "facts" .or good for us.
For Eliot, the other major innovator of the renaissance,
the church, and aeither is the church facts. For Marianne M.oore, "not silence but restraint" and the privilege of being superior people-which aga~n is not ·the
facts of a corporate society. For Wallace Stevens, an
increasing sadness and even anguish, an increasing sense
that the facts of our present society are the doom of
imagination, an increasing fear, loneliness (aloneness·
having been lost), and preoccupation with the concept
of decadence.
As for Sandburg and Frost, renaissance personalities of a peculiarly noble and peculiarly American cast,
these more than others are associated with agrarian
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culture, Frost with apple harvests and the ache of lad- ·which is the work of their recent predecessors, if they
der rungs against the instep, Sandburg with Kansas
can't take a renaissance when it is handed to them.
cornfields and more or less prairified, lone-wolf, and
anarchistic figures. Frost's implied theme of emotional
IT WOULD therefore be much to our purpose if we
starvation, treated not with protest, but accepted with
should review our heritage from the point of view of
little questioning as satisfactory raw material for
ways of looking and speaking, for certainly, given our
poetry, limits his own territory and also cuts that terrinew fads and new philosophy, we haven't got the hang
tory off from a generation with other ideas about facts.
of how to look at the thing or how to express it. Witness'
Sandburg's agrarianism, however, was never exclusive,
the confusion, the blur and choppiness, both morally
for Chicago stood in the middle of it. Therefore,
and plastically, of our best-intentioned poetry. Clues of
Sandburg, almost alone of the older generation, may be
this kind are what a literary tradition should provide,
said to have adjusted to the bleak furor of industry.
especially a tradition so close to us and one so fresh,
vigorous, and non-derivative in its time. Curiously, at
But this description of an "adjustment" in his case is
the source, the tradition resembles nothing so much as
a somewhat strained picture of it. At this point one
the program outlined in 179 8 by Wordsworth, in his~·
may say merely that to ascribe an "adjustment" to any
preface to the Lyrical Ballads. Wordsworth's petty
particular writer is to indicate that he has been able to
fit the cloak of former method and point of view
fallacies and his archaic rationalizations are mere upholstery; the pith of the matter is the same. The use
around the awkwardly bulging body of new facts. But
of a contemporary idiom, clarity and accuracy of preseneveryone is always adjusting; the movement is liquid
and linear, not cataclysmic and ponderbus; and it is
tation, freedom in choice of subject. Another tenet of
the Imagists is at least implicit in Wordsworth's prejust this idea of unusual adjustment, contrary to what
face, and that is freedom of cadence; the use of vers
does or ought to happen in poetry, that would cut us
libre,
carried to the extreme of prose statement in
off from the values of the only tradition we have-and
a very good tradition at that. But more of that later.
Marianne Moore and often in Williams, finds an awakened ear in Wordsworth's long analysis and commendaIn a catalogue of shifts, William Carlos Williams
tion of prose rhythms 'in poetry. Of course, comparison
ought probably to have gone up near the top, with the
of the Imagist manifesto with Wordsworth's preface
early Imagists. Again, however, as in the case of
Sandburg, it is difficult to treat him as a real shifter,
is nothing new; it was dug up at the start to ~iscredit
or rather, shiftee. Williams is a born outsider, a kind
the movement, since not4ing could be more inept than
to associate one's taste with "The Idiot Boy" and
of foreign observer, and also, to speak paradoxically,
"Goody Blake and Harry Gill." But the Imagists did
a born member of the social complex. "lnsideness,"
not pose as innovators; they pointed out that their prothe personal side of reaction to experience, tis very
gram consisted in the traditional essentials of poetry.
minor or almost absent in his poetry, for his poetry
Incidentally, it is also unfair to them to derive their
presents experience rather than the personal Dr.
practice from the too-long-admired philosophical croWilliams; therefore, being an outsider rather than an
chets of T. E. Hulme. A structure like Hulme's, so
insider, he is a collective person by nature, for he is
scandalously anachronistic and figmentary, could do
not thwarted by an incurable I inside opposing itself
nothing more than provide an apologetic for H.D. after
to the soci11l manifests about him. Thjs is evidently not
she had happened.
.
a case of adjustment, for Williams is as he always was.
And the catalogue, for all practical purposes, ends
And what then? Unfortunately, it was H.D. herself
who came practically to represent $e movement. One
here. What may be inferred from it? Following the
tends to forget that there were anything but expatriates
argument which was set in motion above, liquidation in
attached to it, to forget that Sandburg's poetry grows
most cases, adjustment in a few cases, and for us nothoU:t of the same basic program (and not alone, God
'ing but the facts of life all afresh. Obviously, we do
not need to start from new facts, but it may be well to
forbid, the fog coming on little cat feet), that Frost's
consider first exactly what it is about the tradition that
does also, that the valuable precision and objectivity
we have decided to call quits on. And that is its gross
of Miss Moore cannot be dissociated from it, that
philosophical implications. Sensitivity for its own sake
William Carlos Williams was one of the first signers
as in Imagism, or at least in the Imagist par excellence,
and that he writes much the same kind of poetry today.
But it may be said that the Williams-Moore-SandH.D., philosophy of flux and chaos in Pound, religious
burg outfit are not "contemporary," that they are too
escape in E\iot, the snobbism of privileged emotions in
narrow (Williams and Moore) to provide intellectual
Moore, doubt and implicit decadence in Stevens, acceptstimulus to the proletariat, or too diffuse (Sandburg)
ance of emotional barriers in Frost. But poetry is not
to be poetic and too sentimental to be safe. This is
always the victim of an outgrown or even a wrongsuch a shabby notion that one hates to make note of it.
headed philosophy. We do not reproach Dante beOn the other hand, not all poets of the past generation
cause he was a monarchist. We do not cease to read
have had as little real influence as. these. The two who
Emily Dickinson because she believed in God. There
have done most to model the contemporary tone in
are in poetry, if not acceptable ways of thinking, then
poetry are Eliot and Pound, and it is interesting to
ways of looking and of speaking. The point is that
observe along just what lines this continuity of tradition
though poets do start from the facts. and have always
has followed. To account for it on the one hand, and
done so, they are in a pretty pitiful position if they
to account on the other hand for the neglect of the
can't make use of a rich and fertile literary tradition
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ruption in conversation. A more obscure and youthful
. Wil1iams-Moore-Sandburg combination of qualities, one
has to ascertain first what it was "in Eliot and Pound ·relation is Muriel Rukeyser. Even more than with
MacLeish the superficiality of the influence is evident:
that attracted followers and how this differed from the
Pound's vigor has become plain roughness, his ideocharacteristics of the othec group. For one must _remember that, in the beginning, thl: program on all sides
graphic method has become a wholesale jumbling towas pretty similar. Where diq the cleavage happen?
gether of any and every vague undefined element.
In the case of Eliot, the difference is clear. Though
Now, therefore, to repeat, what has happened to
the American renaissance as seen through Ezra Pound
Eliot's own talent is original and eminent, and though
he cannot be convicted of the faults of his imitators,
is- again a transformation into wholly verbal interests.
nevertheless that aspect of his work which has been a
Objectivity and clarity and "contemporary idiom" were
determinant influence in contemporary writing is a kind
the main tenets of the early program. It is as though
of rhetoric. With Eliot himself it is not so much
this .program had never been. For there is as yet
rhetoric as idiom; his great gift is his ability to invent
almost no objectivity or clarity in poetry aside from that
idiom which, once invented, seems as natural for the
of the older generation who themselves participated in
world at large to use as bathtubs or radios. But since
the American renaissance. Neither is there actually
he is a learned man, and since also he holds to views
much contemporary idiom: this may be objected to, but
which have behind them the dimly glittering wealth of
idiom as it is meant here is something other than the
lifting of the language of the cocktail bar or the watercenturies of esotericism, his way of speaking has become
for us all mixed up with his learning. Critics are gloved
front or the machine-shop into a page of stuff that looks
like verse.
cavaliers when they come at him; his idiom is palpably
echoed by Tate and Blackmur; atheistic writers show
Along these same lines, and before returning to that
as much spiritual conceit in the use of his word "herother aspect of the Amez:ican tradition which might
esy" for critical analysis as if it came direct and devout
profitably be employed, one notes the revival of certain
types of poetry, revivals which have almost all been
to them from the church fathers. 'Eliot stands in high
regard even with the young proletarians who deplore
in the shape of poets whose most striking qualities are
verbal qualities. Foremost among them is Gerard Manhis essential views. And all this means in practice is
that Eliot's influence on poetry has been almost comley Hopkins. To denigrate Hopkins's influence is not
pletely a verbal influence. The most flagrant examples
to denigrate Hopkins, for a poet is not at the mercy of
occur in the poetry of Allen Tate, where Eliot's rhetoric
his imitators. But certainly it is Hopkins's extraordiof irony is borrowed almost bodily to convey not the
nary shifts with language, combine..d with the fact, unromantic for us, that he was so long unappreciated, which
slightest iota of meaning. It must still be kept in mind
that the "American renaissance"· was not primarily a
constitute his importance for poets today. Almost no
verbal renaissance, that its interest in language was not
one would allow that the "Leaden Echo and the Golden
for the sake of language but for the sake of the clear
Echo" was a wretched poem, which it is. Hopkinsisms
and unencumbered presentation of objects, or, as they
are among the paramount types of contemporary poetic
were called, images.
usages. Another poet who is more a part of our backPound's case is a little ambiguous. Most vigorous
ground but whose influence as it appears today is also
largely verbal is Emily Dickinson; curiously, we have
sponsor of the new. program, which had to do essentially with clear objective presentation, he, too, was
got at her through the medium of W. H. Auden, who
inventor of a powerful idiom. Pound never really devierected her accidental felicities of quaintness into a sysated from the program; where the Cantos seem scramtem. Another is John Donne. All of these are minor
poets, and all are admired for qualities which have
bled, it is Pound's Heraclitean philosophy which does
the scrambling, whereas each ideographic "fact"-object- . nothing to do with our contemporary "facts," for qualities which have little to do with their own real importor-jmage in . the Cantos is hard and clear in outline,
In Pound, the ideographic method is the method of
ance. The point here is that the verbal influence which
they have exerted is one which is bad for poetry, and
Imagism; but it is not this method-which, is the imbad most of all for a generation of poets who~e desire
portant thing about Pound-and has had an influence
on later poetry, but rather the way Pound puts his ideois to get down to the brass tacks of the real world.
So much then for survivals of a tradition, survivals
grams together; in other words, his influence generally
which have been of an unfortunate type. So far they
has been an influence on syntax and grammar, and, In
have been looked upon as verbal, but verbal qualities
most hopeless cases, an influence actually on punctuation
are also qualities of mind, at least reflect mental disalone.
positions. This particular mental disposition which
One of his most notable pupils has been Archibald
they reflect is hard to put the finger on, precisely beMacLeish; the long "rhythms" of Conquistador are
cause it is a disposition for ambiguity. Where lanPound-ish rhythms only by virtue of the fact that the
guage is used fo;..'the sake of language, what the lanlines so often start with "and," that the images are
guage says is a slipshod unknown, and for a long time
linked by "and" rather than separated into independwe have been habitually thrilled by the unknownness of
ent syntactical units, and that asterisks and dots are
used to supply other connections-usually connections
unknowns. The habit goes far back into the romantic
between something and nothing, whereas in Pound this
revival. In fairly recent times it has been dressed up
to fit the mechanical age, most especially by Paul
lax kind of trail-off has the real physical significance of
Valery, who, through a trick of austerity, conferred
a voice which has got tired of talking or of an inter-
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with masses of people functioning in a common activity,
on a horrendous. something he called an invariable
just as individualism means things held apart. What,
(changeless element, unique and monotonous element,
in poetry as in life, are those things which may be held
naked ego, etc., etc.) all the scientific plausibility of
in common? They are the material things, which, when
a center of gravity. Now, as to contempora.ry poetry,
held in common, imply a common mode of conceptualthe statement is this: that since clear objective presentation is rare indeed, and since the most remarkable ' ism; just as things held apart imply disparate and exclusive modes of conceptualism, in other words, conceptual
thing about it is its verbal thrillers, what the poet~·y
absolutes and unknowns. But how "hold" material
has to say is simply an unknown~ From the most dtsthings in poetry? Well, talk about them. Here, in
tant parts and disparate parties we find "impossibly
Miss Moore, are jerboas, steeple-jacks, students, pelitremoring lakes" (in a poem by a "proletarian") and
cans, nectarines, fish, monkeys, rose.s, elephants, cats,
"improbable mists" (in a poem by a Southern Agrasnakes, mongooses, etc., etc. Here, in Dr. Williams,
rian). Here then is a mode of expression used in the
most catholic manner by poets of diverse political faiths.
are George the janitor, glass pitchers, white chickens,
Neither contains a grain of sense: both have a spurious
palm trees, cod heads, bulls, wallpaper, neon signs, seapoetic allure arising from the unknown quality of what
elephants, baseball pitchers, red wheelbarrows, and
beyond the "improbable" and the ".imposs~ble."
flowers and flowers and flowers. Here, in Carl SandThere is something fascinating about all thts. It ts the
burg, are dago shovel men, Jew fish-criers, Anna
fascination of decadence.
Imroth, Mamie, Mag, the dynamiter, the ice handler,
I imagine that what critics who deplore the continuaChick Lorimer, Inez Maholland, Don Magregor. But
tion of the recent tradition find objectionable in the
it is not enough to say ~'talk about them." One must
practice of its epigones is represented to some degree
insist that it is "talk about them."
by the analysis given above. For though most conThis injunction is the essence of the American traditemporary poets are Marxists, and though innumerable
tion in poetry, the essence of the renaissance, the eslines,....may be dug up in proof of their dialectical apsence of Imagism. The early program booached a
proach to political history-and this has already been
method of handling material which endowed the matedone in the recent objections and counter-objections
rial with importance by virtue of the clarity of its presamong reviewers of and contributors to New Letters
entation. Parenthetically, this has always been th~;
in America-yet the sine qua non of MarxiSt dialectics
method of good poetry. The method of bad poetry
is conspicuous by its absence in contemporary poetry,
is to handle material in a way which gives importance
and that is materialism. And an implicit materialism
to the poet who is doing the writing, and thus the mateis necessary not only in poetry which would represent
rial is blurred, is no longer, actually, material. The
this social epoch; materialism is implicit in all poetry
first is the collective method. The second is the individthat may be called good.
ualist method. For material that is known, i.e., clearly
But these aspects are not the essence of the tradition.
presented, is the only thing that provides common
There could be no better exercise at getting at its esground between minds, is the only thing that issues in
sence than by a study of the poetry of Sandburg, Wilcollective conceptualism or-a familiar word-" commuliams, and Moore, poets whose work has been undernication."
estimated and neglected while we have taken unto
Right away, of course, enters the objection that
ourselves a portentous verbal canopy. It is, of course,
neither Williams nor Moore are widely read and that
a little shocking to suggest that the poetry of Marianne
they are considered obscure, Williams obscure with a
Moore, this poetic Audubon of jerboas and Egyptian
kind of formlessness and eccentric incoherence, Moore
pulled glass bottles, may have more to do with "social
obscure largely because her poetry must be read with
reconstruction"· than the poems one reads nowadays
more than extra pains of attention-"obscurity" lying
about strikers and the fascist threat. The intention
thus in the reader's, rather than the poet's, lethargyhere is to point out the v_alue of Miss Moore's apand also because she has voluntarily limited herself to
proach, as distinguished from that of younger poets
"the less popular emotions." All right. The one case
who have ignored or deliberately repudiated the tradistands in the disrepute of smug privilege and superiority
tions of her generation. The value lies in the approach,
-not only because a lot of us have a devilish time getas well of Williams and of Sandburg as of Miss Moore,
ting close to any Egyptian pulled glass bottles or Malay
·and no large claims of greatness are ~ade in the favor
water-dragons, or even to Mount Rainier, but also beof these poets. Distinct, however, is the difference of
cause the "not silence but restraint" of superior people
attitude between them and our own contemporaries, and
always seems to cap the climax of any one poem, which
obvious is the need for reassuming the 'tradition which 'is irksome. But no claims for greatness have been
they represent.
made. A minor poet, especially a contemporary minor
poet, and especially a contemporary minor poet who is
WHY obvious? Well, what are the "facts" which the
so annoying as to be interested only in minor emotions,
writers of today have to face? In large, they are an
in such a case the blemishes do stand up and shout. But
industrial culture _as against an agrarian culture, and
no set of blemishes outweighs, in these cases, the posisocial collectivity as against cultural individualism.
tive values of objectivity and precision, for .these are
Broken down, these mean, among other things, the folthe virtues of great poetry and virtues we are sadly in
lowing: first and foremost a common .ground for comneed of.
munication. Collectivity means things held in common,
On the side of Sandburg, who is widely read, the
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apposite objection is one of diffuseness. One is inclined
to say that "this is not poetry." And the case is difficult. If America as a democracy, or as a nation
founded on democratic principles, differs sharply in this
respect, from other nations which have built up literary
traditions, the process of wmparing our traditions with
theirs ought to yield some contrasts in the results. Sandburg's poetry provides such a contrast, and this is one
reas_?n why he forms-like Whitman-a difficult case.
We have nothing to compare him with on the other side
of the Atlantic; except p.ossibly the Bible. Is it poetry
or isn't it?
brings into focus the most salient aspect of the
recent American tr,adition in general, and that is its
anti-literary character. The Imagist program was essentially anti-literary, just as the program of the Lyrical
Ballads was anti-literary. The fact is always commented on in a discussion of the poetry of Williams;
Marianne Moore comments on it vigorously in respect
to her own poetry; and, for his very carelessness, no
poet is more an exponent of the anti-literary than Carl
Sandburg. Then is it poetry or isn't it? As to Sandburg, the most striking quality of his work· is its oral
quality; no more wonderful rhythms are to be found
anywhere. Rhy~hm is, of course, one of the most, or
the most, indispensable element of form, and no contemporary "literary" poet has achieved such rhythmic
formality as Sandburg. J7ide Allen Tate. J7ide that
formalist, Yvor Winters. Again, a rhythmic innovator
of the first order is Marianne Moore. It is the quality
of the rhythms in her one great poem, "The Grave,"
which contributes-one cannot say how much, but a
large p~rt-to the extraordinary firmness of that poem.
If, then, to return to Sandburg, we grant the beauty
of rhythm in his poetry and this as a major theoretical
element of form, and if the ppssession of organic form
is one of the characters of poetry, the argument is partially settled. Which also does away with the ascription of a "fallacy of expressive form" in his case, i.e.,
the attempt to express· a big loose America by writing
'big loose poems; for, as has been pointed out, organic
rhythm is a formal provision of a higher and rarer
order than any of the iambs of the Stanford classicists
or the mechanics of reason of Tennessee "reactionaries."
If, on the other hand, one must justify Sandburg as
to content or "message" or whatever futile term one
wishes to appropriate for the other character of poetry,
it is enough to point out his theme of material or quantitative productiveness as the basis of the qualitative
productiveness of the future, his faith that the America
of "tall possessions" can eventually turn its energy toward the establishment of a living democracy. After
all, is there anyone who has said anything more significant? Perhaps so, in cleverer ways. Taken by itself.
the thing is not so profound, and perhaps that is why
poets have felt they had to dress it up, to sophisticate
it willh patches of moral equivocation. With Sandburg
only is this a palpable faith. Like Whitman's, his
poetry must be read in bulk, and since we are accustomed to judging excellence by single examples rather
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than by total poetic personalities, we are inclined to
require of him the type of literary virtuQsity which infects most of the poetry of our own epoch.
Leaving, however, our apologetics for Sandburg as a
poet, we must return to that phase of his work which
it is pertinent for us to notice right here, namely, the
same objectivity which characterized the early program
of the poetic renaissance. Instead of using his material in the elegiac manner of those who write poetry in
order to tout their own doldrums, he uses it in order to
clarify it, to present it as itself important, to lift it from
surroundings that choke and nullify it, into high singularity of meaning.
This leads directly i-nto the curious phenomenon of a
poetry which is objective, that is, whose ramifications
are outward and away from the individual, and yet
which is manifestly the product of a personality. 11 Total
poetic personalities" we have said, referring to Sandburg and Whitman, for certainly in the poetry of both
it is the man who is manifest. Carrying the description
to the poetry of Moore and Williams, we find in/each
the naive presence of the writer. Williams will point
out flowers to you, or a child batting a ball, or "gigantic
highschool boys ten feet tall" on an illumined signboard, but you feel you'd never have seen them if Dr.
Williams himself hadn't been there in the p6em to look
out of the window for you. Similarly, with Marianne
Moore, the very preciousness of the assorted relics that
are laid out in line after line of a poem speaks definitely
of the certain kind of a person so extraordinary as to
have such interests. The poet is concierge and opens
the gate and gives you a ticket. He is a docent who takes
you ~round personally to the numbered cases and decently inserts a little information about their contents.
Y eu can't get away from him. The condition is somewhat of a paradox if one looks at it only abstractly as
a combination of objectivity and private personality. It
is not a paradox if one looks at it as the inevitable condition of a materialistic situation. For here is the objective material world and the poet is in it too, otherwise the world wouldn't be there for you to look at,
and it wouldn't be material. Take away the poet's
personality and you have, presumably, an "objective"
poem, for it is sans the element of human individuality;
but you have, instead, a loose uncommunicative rumination, a highly subjective poem, without a single cleat to
Parnassus offered to the reader.
A good deal has been written, both explicitly as criticism, and implicitly a.s a type of attitude in poetry,
against the concept of the poet as personality; all this
being mainly a supercilious snub to Shelley, with his
poet as vates, as participator in divine creation, as fashioner of the social potentialities. Most outspoken is
Allen Tate, who gets his cue from Valery. Mr. Tate
puts it this way, that he, as poet, does not have any
"experience"; he is merely an anonymous machine for
conco~ting experiences for readers. Valery, earlier.
perpetrated this portable-typewriter attitude, wheels in
the head that could go round and round turning out
"thought" without the slightest necessary connection
with the petty moral persuasions of ~he poet or with his
environment, an "ego" as naked as a zero, as formid-
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ably ·superior to human .considerations as a center of
'gravity. Though the company would not appreciate
such an addition to their midst, Miss Gertrude Stein
expresses the same philosophical absolutism in her re-.
cent book; Geographical History of. America, whose
thesis is the non-relation of human nature and the human mind. All this is pretentious nonsense, of course,
and we see it as such by the bare statement. But it is
fearful to estimate the prevalence of the attitude as it is
implied in poetry which is overtly social in intention.
The thing is insidious. It stands in relation to poetry as
fetishism of commodities stands in relation to capitalist
economy. And just as it requires the strong discipline
of a voluntary leadership to achieve a non-capitalist
order under conditions of "capitalist encirclement," so
it requires a difficult discipline to write poetry like a
materialist in a mental atmosphere that is humid with
Valerian hocus-pocus. Perhaps it would all work out
more sensibly if actually matured personalities should
appear in poetry-if poets should begin writing like
-· men of will, as distinguished from men of good-will.
The condition is the primary condition for social reconstruction in r't!allif6; it is also the primary condition for
reconstruction of thought, that is, of poetry. For the
sake of critical continuity, one may point out again here
that the tradition of the twenties in American poetry
was one, on the one hand, of materialist objectivity,
and on the other hand, or concomitantly, of developed
and evident personalities.
At the head of this essay a couple of lines from
Wallace Stevens starid as epigraph, announcing the bafflerrient and despair of a person who has lost orientation
in· a world where matter crowds out essence; quantity
engulfs quality, and mechanized institutions seem to
exist solely for the purpose of overreaching themselves
day after day in vulgarity and aimlessness. Wallace
Stevens's theme hcts always had to do with the imagination as an ordering function in a disorderly world.
Like Santayana, the exponent of a creative skepticism,
he has found satisfaction in the plasticity of apparitions, and he has found faith in the pure animation of
nature.
The .man who remembers the time "when he stood
alone," when. the police did not have to prop him up,
is remembering the time when imagination was fresh,
vigorous, and vivid, when seeming and being were the
same thing, when apparitions were valid ·by reason of
their appearance, when the feeling of the animal was his
right to the claim of existence. Now with the vora.cious encroachment of vulgar materialism, of c.apitalist
materialism, animal feeling seems to have been swamped
under an accumulation of useless goods. Goods, material goods, have piled up in huge heaps, and man, the
animal, dwindles as they pile up. Similarly the imagination whith was accustomed to feed on the plastic beauty
of the material object is now stunned by the accumulation of Useless objects, not only useless objects, but
objects that are soul-destroying by the very aimlessness
of their production. The poetry of Stevens, as its
theme of decaying imagination becomes more overt, has
a[so gradually lost much of the imaginative fervor it
had before its subject-matter became more ideological,
before its subject-matter became decadence itself.
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And here comes the equation. Identifying the imagination with a materialist order that is hurpan and naive,
he identifies the loss of personal integrity with the conditions of vulgar-that is, capitalistic-materialism;
and according to this equation the more material that
is aimlessly and wantonly heaped up, the fewer persons there are in the sense of persons of integrity and
personality. The man who remembers the time when
he stood alone is 'remembering the time when he could
value things for what they were, intrinsically; for then
. he stood also as a thing among things.
AND this, in its positive aspect, is the attitude represented in the poetry which has been dealt with in this
paper: It is basic because it is in the poetry. It is not
merely contingent, as are the philosophies of flux or
escape which have been pointed out as conditioning our
literary heritage. The poets who have been dealt with
here were interested in observing the material fact, simply bcause that fact was interesting and beautiful in its
own right. This is the human and the naive point of
view. It is the point of view of a socialist economy.
When such an attitude obtains, there can be no question of "adjustment" to novel facts-as adjustment to
the new technology-no problems arising as to how to
put machines, for instance, into poetry; no arguments
on "regionalism" and recommendations for getting the
home landscape into one's blood before attempting to
put it into words; for machines, as to the method of
one's observance of them, are no different from apples,
landscapes no different from wheelbarrows; all are interesting and aU are exterior. Is there. anything, for
example, in the method of W. C. Williams which makes
it more difficult to handle electric signboards than primroses? Or in the method of Miss Moore which makes
her less articulate in the idiom of "business' documents
and schoolbooks" than in that of Edmund Burke or
Sir John Hawkins? ·or in the method of Sandburg that
makes him less perspicuous in presenting Mrs. Gabrielle Giovanitti than in presenting cowboys? No, there
isn't. And to assume "adjustment" to modern conditions as necessary is to assume a stasis and an absolutism
in the person who does the adjusting, for, instead of
being in plastic continuity with the observed facts, he
has to unbuckle a •notch here and ease up a cog there
in order to make room for the world in his private
system.
In real life, under existing circumstances, this attitude is annulled for all practical purposes, and hence
nostalgia and escapism; but in the poetry of Marxist
poets it should be living and directive. The only con~
stant limitation which makes itself felt in. much of the
poetry considered above is the lack of an adequate
theme and hence of a mechanism for the carriage of
ideas; but today the theme is given and a mechanism
for ideas has evolved accordingly. What is lacking
today is the materialist attitude, that is, the attitude of the dialectical materialist. · And the more materialist
poetry is in this sense-and it has, in our recent tradition been very much so-the more, by natural concomitancy, are there poets who are integrated personalities, '
men of imagination, men of will, men who "stand
alone."

/
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Pickup
By Saul Levitt

M

OE SNYDER met Esther while spending a weekend with his Aunt Molly at Coney Island.
He picked her up on the boardwalk at
eleven o'clock with the moon high over the footprinted
sands. The boardwalk was jammed. Aunt Molly was
orthodox and the way she had set up supper, watching
the spoons and forks and the prayer before supper, had
driven him out of the house quickly. He chased up to
the boardwalk, whistling a song and· hoping he could
pick up a girl. He was a tall,, red-headed youngster
with an easy smile, on the lookout for ·a girl, puffing
at a cigarette as he pushed his way through the crowd.
The beach was empty after the full, hot day of limbs
twined and twined about each other on the sand.
The rollers came up out of darkness far out; they
came up and into sight like lightning, streaking up the
sand.
He stopped for a moment near the rail, threw his
cigarette out on the sand. There was a girl standing
near the rail, six feet away, and Moe thought she was
nice. He stared up at the moon. She was looking, too,
and he sat himself on the rail, shifting his eyes between
the moon and the black-haired girl until she saw him.
He said, "It's a nice night," and she nodded and he
said, "How about a cigarette?" "All right," she said.
He got off the rail and went over and lit a cigarette
for her. He suggested a walk, and they walked for a
while on the boardwalk, and then Moe suggested walking on the shore along the smoothened sand, wiped
clear of the million footprints by the receding tide.
They went down and walked along the shore. Esther
was a plump girl with sturdy legs and full hips. Her
arms, free in a sleeveless blue waist, were brown; her
black hair was cut short and boyish.
They went along the sand, and they sat at last on a
bulkhead, watching the receding tide smash against a
rough breakwater of rocks, sending spray into their
faces. He put his arms around her waist, and she said
she had noticed him, too, on the boardwalk and had
decid~d he was a nice boy. "Is that so?" he said, feeling surprised and thinking that he had been the one to
do all the seeing and the getting acquainted. "I'm
staying out· here with my cousin," she said. "I'm out
here with my aunt, she's very orthodox," said Moe,
"you know about dishes and {;Verything." She laughed.
"I hate that, don't you?" said Esther. "It's lousy,"
said Moe, "you'd think they got rid of that stuff when
they left tlfe old country, but they still hang on."
To their right rolled the Giant Wheel and the Red
Devil Race and all the other amusements of the island.
The neons played in blue and red and purple along the
boardwalk. "What are you doing tomorrow?" asked
Moe. She thought she would be down at the beach
all day. "I'll be over at your place," he said.
And he met her the next day. They stayed on the

beach close to one another on the crowded sand and he
taught her to swim a little better, for which she was
very grateful. He found himself staring at her eyes,
noticing the lashes and the snub nose and the swarthiness of her cheeks, and watching her hips as she went
down in a green bathing suit with a white cap on her
he;td to take a dip in the dirty Atlantic Ocean off Coney
Island.
He took her home that night to a dirty little street
in Brownsville, off Pitkin Avenue, and seeing the peddlers and the crowds and the kids in the gutters, dirty
and shouting, he said tp her, "God, it's just like my
street in the Bronx." They laughed. He went up to
the Bronx in the hot, crowded train and came home to
his street in the Bronx which was just like the street in
Brownsville where Esther lived. He got in la,te, everybody was asleep, and he went to bed because he had to
be up early the next day.
·
THE NEXT DAY he was thinking about her. At the
shtpping table, with an apron tied around his waist,, l1e
wrapped the dresses for shipment to Omaha, Ft:isco,
and points east, and he whistled the way he did every
day at work He was head shipping clerk for Sandler
& Son, sixteen-fifty dresses, working in a caged room
with a glazed concrete floor for twenty-five dollars a
week. He had a black boy for an assistant and they
teamed nicely on the shipping table. They sang a duet
of popular songs every day. Old Man Sandler came
in forty times a day to complain about the slowness of
the shipping department. They wiped their steaming
heads and grinned at Old Man Sandler and went on
working and singing songs. The models went sliding
past the caged shipping room in negligee and they said,
"Hello, Red." "Hello, kid," said Moe. At noon }J.e
went out to lunch with one of the cutters and told him
about Esther.
He thought of her all afternoon in a clean and soulful way and not the way he had originally wantedto
think of her. On the boardwalk on· Saturday he had
thought of her in one way, but now he was thinking of
her i~ another way that he didn't like. It bothered him.
He went home to his crowded house. It was noisy
at supper with the old man and the sister, Sarah, and
the kid brother, Joey, all having something to say and
his mother almost in tears because of the heat. They
all fought over the bathroom and then over the supper.
The old man couldn't stand strawberries and sour
·cream and said he was moving out never to come back.
Sarah's boy friend called up in the drugstore across the
street and she got up in the middle of her supper and
ran down to answer the call. When she came up, the
potatoes were cold and had to be warmed up. Little
Joey was tugging at his brother's arm all through the
meal, trying to tell him about a big fellow around the
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At noon he had to write her a note, and the next morn·
corner who had beaten him up. "What do you want
ing, and the morning after that he looked in the mail.
me to do ~bout it?" said Moe. "A,w, go down and
A week later there was an answer.
kill 'im," begged Joey, "go down and beat 'im up."
· She started something herself once, too, talking to
"Leave me alone, kid," said Moe.
him on a November evening as they walked to the staHe wanted to think. He went up. to the roof, trying
tion. He couldn't get it straight. She said it was so
hard to think about things, about Esther and the sunny
hard at home, and in the factory they timed you if you
week-end at Coney. There was so much noise in the
went to the toilet, and maybe they oughtn't to see each
house all .the time, enough to drive a guy crazy. I'll take
other any more. · On the corner she held onto him.
out this dame Wednesday, she works on Eighteenth.
"Do you think I'm trying to make you marry me,
He met her after work on Wednesday and they went
Moe, darling?" she said. "You know I'm not trying to
to a movie. And after that he saw her regularly more
do -that."
or less and told her about his home, and she told him
"Well, but we could anyway," said Moe. "God,
about hers, and they talked about their jobs. They did
this over the hot summer, and went on trips up the . if I thought you were. trying to get married and had
Hudson and to open-air. movies. He thought it was
picked on me, I would have stopped seeing you a long
· ·great, and gradually forgot about what he had thought
time ago. But what the hell, let's go down to City Hall
at noon tomorrow, whaddya say, kid?"
in the beginning. It was funny to him that he had
"Are you sure, now, Moey boy," said Esther. "Are
changed like that. Sometimes they got passionate, on
you sure you'll never, never say I made you get ~arthe boat and in the hallway in Brooklyn when he took her
ried ?"
·
home. They quarreled once or twice that fall, once he
"I'm positive," he said. "Didn't I ask you?"
started it and once she, and each time it was because of
· They went walking down Broadway, all the way
something at home.
down._
Snow fell. It was the first snow of the year.
Sarah was getting married and getting out, and she
They
were
draped in it, and it was cold on their hands
wasn't going to give any money at home, which left it
and they weren't wearing gloves. They walked all the
all on his twenty-five bucks and the old man's two days
way down to Fourteenth Street in the snow, the slush
a week at union-sca_le wages. She came home one night
forming after a while. Their feet got cold. He told
and said, "Well, I'm glad I'm getting out of this dump
her about the Monday after he met her and what the
and into a home of my own. God, am I happy-no
cutter had asked him, whether he was going to have
more fighting." She talked like that for an hour and
an affair with her. "This is an affair all right," he
bawled. There was so much hate in her face Moe was
said, "it's some affair, isn't it?" He left her at Fourbewildered. Joey stood around, his face pucke_red up,
t_eenth and walked all the way up to Forty-second, with
and asked his big brother for a dime and got it and
his feet numb and his hands blue, admiring the skywent down. "Aren't you going to give any money when
scrapers lighted through the snow. The next day at
you get out?" asked Moe. "Not a nickel," said Sarah,
noon they went down to City Hall and got married.
"not a penny." "Even five dollars would help," he
said. "Not a penny," said Sarah. The old man and
BuT THEY WANTED a honeymoon and didn't know how
Mrs. Snyder wer-e out of it. He felt they were out of
in hell to get it and what they were to do about their
it, that they didn't count and couldn't help any more.
people at home mho didn't know and weren't going to
It was as if he were seeing it for the first time. The
know until it got better for them. They had to scout
old man stood to one side smoking a cigarette, and his
around for money, too. They thought about the swell
hand puttered around his chin helplessly.
places in which you might spend a winter honeymoonMoe went ddwntown to meet Esther that night, and
Florida, or California, or Bermuda, and had a lot of
the sight of her waiting for him, in a gray and green
fun thinking about those places, the rates for boats and
outfit, her swarthy face so reliant-looking, somehow
fast trains to tropical isles with pictures of mermaids
helped him out of a mood. They took in a Broadway
on surf boards and fellows in linen suits and Panama
show anCl talked. Esther talked about .the two of them
hats. - ·
doing this and that in a way which he resisted. It was
It was winter. When they went out for a wedding
as if they were to be going together for a long time.
supper in a restaurant on Forty-first Street it was cold.
"Oh, can that 'we' stuff," he snapped, the freckles darkThey had been looking at the magazines with the picening on his face, and that dark feeling spreading over
tures of all the warm southern resorts for winter honeyhis insides· again as it had earlier that evening when
_moons, and they knew they couldn't do it. Somehow or
listening to Sarah. ·He took her home without another
other they ought to do something. The supper had been
word.
good. They stood around undecidedly on the curb,
On the way home from Brooklyn he wondered why
looking
up a.t the buildings and not knowing what to do,
in hell he had to be seeing a Brooklyn girl when the
wha-t
was
the right thing to do. Florida rode in on them
Bronx was full of girls. He was through with her.
through
the
cold. They stood with their hands in each
He'd seen her for four months now and it was enough.
other's
pockets
not knowing what to do.
Nothing was coming of it anyway, and if it kept up this
And when they went to Forty-second Street, he knew
way he might even think of marrying the girl. He was
he was going to leave her there, let her go off to Brookthrough.
lyn as if itwas just a date for the evening. It put them
But the next day he thought of her again, she swept
in a temper. They weren't mad at each other, but at
in hard against all of him as if she had her arms around
everything else, and yet the everything else was nothing
him there in the caged little room where he worked.
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that they could put their hands on. They turned it on
each other. They fought. He said, "Maybe it's a
mistake, maybe we shouldn't have done it." "We'll get
a divorce," said Esther. "Tomorrow. I don't care."
They laughed suddenly, troubled and laughing and
kissing good-bye, and he went uptown and she downtown. The next day he raised twenty-five bucks in the
place. Alf, the assistant; loaned him ten and one of the
cutters fifteen, and he got Old Man Sandler to give him
a week off on the ground that he was sick. Esther took
a week off too. At home he told them he was sick; he
had got a week off with pay, he was going up to
Fallsburg. He didn't give a damn if they believed him
~r not. Little Joey said, "Give me a quarter," and he
gave it to the kid brother, the while he told them that
he was going up to Fallsburg and had got a week off
with pay. "How nice," said Mrs. Snyder.
He met Esther at Forty-second Street outside of
Liggetts. · They decided, with fifty dollars between
them, to spend a week at a Broadway hotel and lugged
their grips around Broadway and landed at last in a
hotel off Forty-third Street. The clerk registered them
with wise eyes, the bellboy looked at them with wise
eyes. ,Their room, with ba.throom adjoining, looked
bare. There was a dresser, a bed with paint peeling off
~he bedstead. On the first· night neons winked on and
off their bed in a lurid pltrple glow. Sun streamed into
their room in the morning. They called up the clerk
for breakfast to be sent up. Moe cracked his hands
luxuriously and got up and trotted around the room,
and Esther sat up watching and applauding. Breakfast
came up o'N a tray. They had breakfast in bed and
Moe said it was like the inovies with J 09n Crawford.
The first day wa-s grand for them, but later they felt
bad. They fell into a mood of worry about afterward.
What were they going to do after the week? But that
night, as they slipped into bed, the mood vanished. Daylight brought it back again, evening saw it vanish.
When they sat in their room in tqe evening, after supper in the hotel dining-room downstairs, they talked
about a million things-how nice it would be if people
could live without the crowding that you got in Brownsville and the Bronx. Wednesday night they talked that
way. It broke on them after a day at a movie. They
remembered how they grew up, she on a street in
Brooklyn and he in the Bronx. But here they were in
a hotel off Broadway, with breakfast brought up on a
tray and you could sit at noon in a restaurant and have
chow mein, with a band playing. It was Wednesday
night, four more days to go. The neons of Broadway
broke into their window, red and blue across the dresser
and bed. They took a walk up Broadway under an
intense blue-black sky. A moocher staggered out of a
doorway for a dime, and they dug into their pockets
and gave it to him.
Thursday night they talked about where they would
live some day. Esther thought Flatbush lovely, and
Columbia Heights was fine, overlooking the bay and
quiet; and Moe said there were swell places around
Van Cortlandt Park. "No kid of mine will ever know
what a slum looks like," said Moe. "He'll have to have
grass in front of him." Esther aske.d him if he liked
to play: tennis. She said she used to watch the girls
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playing tenms m Prospect Park, but was always too
tired after work and never got around to doing it, and
it cost too much to get a racquet and balls. "I'd like to
play baseball," said Moe, stretching out on the bed,
"I'd like to get up on Sunday morning and go out to
Van Cortlandt and play ball, and I'd like to read books
and listen to concerts."
Esther stood at the window, talking and pulling
gently at the curtain. Her dark face glowed. "I conld
take piano lessons," she said. She looked at her fingers,
wrinkled at the tips from sewing.
"You know what I wanted to do when I was a kid?"
he said, laughing. "I just remembered it.. L wanted
to get into radio and be a radio engineer. When I first
heard a radio as a kid, someone put a pair of earphones
on my head, the announcer said Chicago, and Jesus,
what a feeling!"
Their minds ran free, like muscles long unused. They
talked late.
·
The next day it was dark and clouded and cold, and
they sat still and silent i.n their room and didn't seem to
have iftuch to say to each other. Moe thought of next
week, next,week, and he asked Esther if she wanted to
go down. "No," she said, "I'm staying here today, I
don't feel,well." He went down and got over to the
depot where the busses pull out and stood there watching them for an hour almost, with their markers, Pittsburgh, Chicago, Philadelphia, with the people getting
off and on, loaded with grips. And all around him
people went by, muffied up to their ears and on the run
for something. He stared at them for an hour, and it
gave him an irritated feeling. And when he came back.
to the hotel, Esther was lying on the bed and crying.
"Oh, what's the matter, kid?" he said, kissing her.
"Listen, kid, we'll have a great time together. Hasn't
it been great so far, hasn't it been grand? (ouldn't
you tell we were born for each other?"
"I'm just a cry-baby, Moey," she said. ui just like
to cry, can't I cry without you thinking tfiat I'm sick
or sad?"
They laughed. It was a dark day, cold and with a
raw wind racing through the side-streets. They fell
into a silence afterward that lasted through the next day,
not talking much and kissing almost perfunctorily, with
little moments of passion gushing up and dying down.
Saturday night they saw a play and had a couple of
cocktails in a tavern afterward, and in the room they
talked again. Their minds seemed free and easy again,
the way they had been on Wednesday when they talked
about where they might live and the things they would
like to do. Esther was sure she would learn to play
the piano. And Moe .thought of spring, of playing
baseball on Sunday morning in Van Cortlandt and he
told Esther aboutthe fellows who came there with their
kids on Sunday mornings and took them rowing on the
lake. He felt old and responsible and glad about it,
though he knew he wouldn't have been glad about it a
year ago. But he was glad thinking about it now.
Snow came down outside their window as they talked.
It wasn't cold but tingling out, their tongues felt free
and daring with the drinks they had taken, and outside
it looked cheery and pleasant with the crowds and the
theaters lighted and the snow decking buildings. Moe
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said he might go to school again, he might continue his
high school at night and go on to college and study
radio engineering. Esther was sure about her piano.
They were calm but sure of themselves that night. Living seemed to be big and powerful in front of them,
full of quest and of due reward for trying.
But Sunday rolled into their room, the winter sunlight slanted across their bed in the morning, they
looked at each other frowning. ·When they looked
through the window at figures muffled they knew it was
very cold today. They had to go home tonight. The
night before had vanished, the week hau vanished with
the ·long evenings when their minds had soared. · They
were going home. At noon, at dinner, they said it
hadn't been a bad honeymoon, but it would have been
great if they could have gone to Florida. Outside on
the street, after they finished packing upstairs and
walked the streets, the sunlight was frozen against the
back walls of the theaters. Broadway was deserted.
They walked, and they took a bus and went along the
Drive with ·the Hudson frozen in parts and showing
black water in the center and the Palisades Wall bleak
and gray. Blue frosty afternoon over the Hudson,
dean and austere sweep before them in the view.
They went back to sit restlessly over their grips and
not lo()k at each other sometimes, avoiding each other's
eyes. The clock ticked in the room, and Moe turned
around once and said abruptly, "It's eight o'clock.
We'd better go." The doorman said, "I'll call a cab,"
butthey realized they wouldn't have enough to pay the
tip. At the subway entrance ,they didn't know what to

say to each other. They hated the idea of going home
separately, but there was nothing that could be done
now. Esther cried a little and they smoked a cigarette
apiece in the entrance-way.
She went out to Broeklyn and he went uptown. He
stood iii the doorway, his nose against the glass, a serious-looking, red-headed young fellow who had once
picked up a girl at Coney Island. He knew just how
they would be at home. His old man in the rocker,
and his mother complaining about a headache, and little
Joe red-cheeked after playing ball and yelling for something to eat. He had never thought much about how
he'd grown up. But now it seemed to him that it had
always been miserable and dirty, and his old man had
always had it hard, and the fellows on his street who
had grown up with him and played ball with him were
getting married, and some were married and had kids,
and whenever he met them they looked worried and
busted up about things. The train whirled up toward
the Bronx as it had a thousand times before for him
since he had gone to work at fifteen. The same tunnel
black, the same tired faces rolling with the train's roll,
then the outside light flowing in, the familiar landmarks
of seared, gray tenement walls, rusty fire-escapes, and
drab wash on lines. He didn't want to go home. He
didn't want to be married eibher, though he was in love.
The iron road ahead of him, those twin rails ahead of
the Bronx express glittered black, snow glittered on
sills. He shook his head, trying to free himself of a
trap, trying to do something with this feeling of a trap
1
around him pressing down on his head. ·

Tw-enty Years of· Soviet Dra10a
By, H. W. L. Dana
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HE twentieth anniversary of the Russian revolution-like the fifth, the tenth, and the fifteenth anniversary before it-has marked an
important new ,milestone in the extraordinary progress
of the Soviet theater. The theatrical season ·this
year in the Soviet Union, as on the occasion of the
other important anniversaries, has been made significant by the fact that a whole galaxy of new plays has
beeri produced, exhibitions have been held illustrating
the progress of the various theater arts, and many
books and articles have been published summing up the
development of the Soviet stage to the present. The
twenty years of Soviet drama, then, can be conveniently divided. into four five-year periods-1917-22;
1922-27; 1927-32; and 1932-37-each ending with a
significant anniversary celebration.
1917-1922
DuRING THE FIRST FIVE YEARS after the Russian revolution there was an extraordinary amount of experimentation, of imagination, of variety in the theater. All
sortl of plays were acted in all sorts of ways.

With the coming of ·the revolution, the dotrs were
opened wide for producing on the Russian stages countlesS' plays from various foreign countries, many of
which had been previously forbidden under the czarist
regime. Moscow, the center of what was called the
Third International, became the center of a sort of
theater international. Nowhere else could the plays
of so many different nationalities be seen. Ranging
from the plays of ancient Greece, through Shakespeare
and Schiller and Shaw, to the latest experiments of
German expressionism, this flood of foreign drama was
eagerly received by a hungry public. Far from narrowing the scope of dramatic output, the revolution
had enormously widened it.
Somewhat similarly, the eager new audience in Russia, far from wishing to cut itself off from the earlier
Russian drama, welcomed with enthusiasm all the best
plays of the best Russian dramatists. Thousands, literally millions of workers and peasants, who had not
had an opportunity to see these plays before, now
flooded the theaters night after night as though to
make up for lost time.
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Indeed, during the first five years of Soviet power,
the number of Russian classics and foreign plays in
translation far outweighed the number of new Soviet
plays. It was only gradually that the Soviet writers
could get far enough away from the revolution to see
it in its proper perspective and write about it with
sufficient detachment to make good objective drama.
Immediately after the revolution it was the lyric poets
that first caught the fervor and fire of the revolution
in their imaginative outbursts. It was only after several
years had passed that the short-story writers and the
novelists began to write realistically of the revolution.
It took still longer to develop an effective and convincing Soviet dramaturgy.
Such plays as were written in the early yeats after
the revolution, were usually written by the lyric poets .
and were filled with wild, unbridled exuberance. On
November 7, 1918, for example, in honor of the first
anniversary of the Russian revolution, there was produced in the Communal Theater of Musical Drama
in what was then still called Petrograd, an astounding
eJStravaganza in verse called. M ystery-Bouffe written
by the loud-throated, futurist poet Mayakovski. The
poster announcing the coming production depicted the
"Old World" as crossed out of existence. In the prologue
of the first performance, the curtain, representing the
old-fashioned theater, was rent asunder. The play itself, produced by Meyerliold without the use of curtains, represented symbolic and satiric scenes of the
North Pole, Noah's Ark, Hell, and Heaven. Other
plays produced by Meyerhold at this time, The Dawn
and The Earth Prancing, depicted fantastically imaginary revolutions. Faust and the City and The Chance/or and the Locksmith, philosophical plays by Lunacharski, then people's commissar of education, produced in 1920 and 1921, also dealt with idealized
imaginary revolutions.
Even when the October revolution itself was dramatized .in a pageant called The Storming of the Winter
Palace and produced on the third a,nniversary in the
very square in front of the Winter Palace with eight
thousand persons taking part, there was a tendency to
' allegorize the action by presenting a White Stage on
the right for the reactionaries and a Red Stage on the
left for the revolutionists.
Thrilling as these productions were at the time, they
seem today somewhat crude and exaggerated in comparison with more realistic and better balanced later
plays. An exhibition of five years of scenic design,
held at the end of this first period in 1922, showed
the utmost imaginative extravagance of cubism, expre"ssionism, constructivism, etc., run riot to an extent
probably not to be found in any other country or at any
other time.
In 1922, at the end of this first five-year periodthe period of war-communism, the period during
which the civil war was being fought to extend and
defend Soviet power through the length and breadth
of the Soviet Union and during which the theater itself had expressed a corresponding tumultuousnesscame finally triumphant stability both in the struggle
for power and in the Soviet theater. In that year were
established three left-wing theaters that were to play
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an important part in revolutionary, proletarian, and
trade-union drama: the Theater of the Revolution, the
Proletcult and the Moscow Trade Union Theaters.
1922-1927
THE SECOND PERIOD of five years, coming ;fter the end
of the civil war and after the beginning of the New
Economic Policy, represented a period of readjustment in society which was reflected on the stage. The
problem of the return of the Red soldier from the
violence of the civil war and his attempt to adjust himself to quiet constructive work, the dangers of disintegration and degeneration, the complications of ·the/
N .E.P. and the objectionable N epmen became the sub~
jects of a series of plays: Meringue Pie, The End of
Krivorylsk, The Mandate, Zoe's Apartment, The Pernicious Element, Stagnation, Rust, etc. The very names
of these plays suggest the nature of ·the social problem's
which they tackle.
.
The problems of moraJ disruption and corruption
inside the Soviet Union were made the more serious
because of the ,outside forces working to suppress the
Soviet Union and the spread '~of communism in other
countries. ·A series of plays dealt with the revolutionary
struggle against these forces of reaction in various. part.s
of the world. The Iron Wall, Lake Lull, Teacher
Bubus, When the Cocks Crow, Gas Mask, etc., dramatized the movement of revolt in Germany. Echo, D . .E.,
Northeast, etc., depicted the response to the .Ru~sian
revolution in America. Roar (:hinal and ~he ~all~t
Red Poppy dealt with the oppressed workers in China,
threatened by imperialist invasion. Not sa6sfie~l wi~
representing the revolutionary movement . spreading
around the world, in £lita the revolution is imagin.~d
as extending to the Red planet Mars,
·
·.
During this same period, Soviet drama, in addition
to dealing with imaginary contemporary revolutions in
other countries, tended to deal also with historic rev~lu~
tions of the past: Zagmuk in ancient Babylon and
Spartacus in ancient Rome; W at Tyler and Olivet'
Cromwell in England; and various plays dealing with
the French revolution and the Paris Commune. ·
Earlier Russian revolutionists and revolutions were
also the subjects of many plays during this period:
Stenka Razin depicted the Cossack outlaw of the
seventeenth century; Emelian Pugachev, the pseudonobleman of the eighteenth century; The Decembrisis1
the revolt of 1825; and innumerable plays, the revolution of 1905. By coincidence, 1925 represented both
the hundredth anniversary of the Decembrist revolt
and the twentieth anniversary of 1905, and many plays
and operas and films in that year were devoted to these
two historic events, Eisenstein's Potemkin and Pudovkin's Mother both celebrated events of 1905: Eisenstein's film characteristically more general and symbolic; Pudovkin's, more personal and intimate.
All these plays dealing with imaginary revolutions
or historic revolutions in other countries or earlier revolutions in Russia gathered their significance from the .
light thrown on them by the triumphant October revolution of 1917. Even when these other revolts were
represented- as failing, the dramas were pr~vented
from being defeatist by a_ constant note of "the time

sz
will come I" Often they were represent(!d as preparations, as dress rehearsals for the great revolution.
With the celebration of the tenth anniversary of ·the
October revolution in 1927, came a flood of plays
dramatizing the revolution itself or still more often
the civil war which followed it and was the fulfilment
of it. For the celebrations on November 7, 1927, practically .every theater in Moscow, Leningrad, and the
other cities of the Soviet Union put on a new play dealing with some aspect or other of the revolution. The
Year 1917 at the Mali Theater was a chronical play
covering the events of that all-eventful year. The
Breaking at the Vakhtangov Theater focused attention
on a revolt on board the cruiser Aurora. Power at the
Proletcult Theater dramatized the seizure of power.
Golgotha at the Theater of the Revolution gave us the
heroic struggle in the North; The Days of the Turbins
at the Moscow Art Theater and Lyubov Y arovaya at
the Mali Theater; the struggle in the South; Armored
Train 14-69 at the Moscow Art Theater and The
Blizzard at the Korsch Theater, the struggle in Siberia.
Many films produced for this same anniversary, such as
Eisenstein's Ten Days That Shook the World and
Pudovkin's End of St. Petersburg, deserve to rank
, with the best of these plays.
The end of the first decade after the Russian revolution was the high-water mark of plays and films dealing
with the revolution itself. Sufficient time had then
passed to give the perspective in the light of which
the dramatists could -give their characters on both sides
a reality that was dramatically convincing. At the same
time the events were sufficiently fresh in the memory
to hold the audience spell-bound. Sometimes the actors
themselves had actually taken part ten years earlier in
the events which they were now reenacting. Often too,
the audiences were seeing on the stage or screen a
dramatic representation of events which they had actually witnessed ten years before. This double fact lent
a concentration upon the drama both on the part of
the actors and on the part of the spectators such as one
has rarely found in the theater elsewhere.
1

1927-1932
WITH THE BEGINNING of the second decade of Soviet
drama, came the Five-Year Plan and a period of feverish construction which had its natural reflection in the
theaters. There was a tendency for the plays to turn
away from the blood, murder, and sudden death which
had prevailed in the revolutionary plays during the
first decade, toward pro&lems of reconstruction, collective farms, and industrialization. It was no longer so
much the question of the ten days that shook the world
as of the ten years that were building a new world.
The question of the peasants in relation to the new
social order was opened up in 1927 by Meyerhold' s
production of A Window on the f/illage. Other plays
such as Bread, Bright Meadow, Wrath, and films such
as Soil, The Village of Sin, and Eisenstein's Old and
New emphasized the advantages of the new collective
farms over the old inefficient methods of individual
farming.
.
In addition to plays dealing with the face of the
earth, there were plays such as The f7 oice from Under-
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ground, Black Gold, The Fifth Level, dealing with the
life of the coal miners in the bowels of the earth. Other
plays, such. as The Rails- Are Humming, treated the
construction of locomotives. Many plays, Cement,
Growth, My Friend, etc., dealt with the life in the
factories. Other plays, such as lnga and Her Way
treated the problem of women in industry. As the enthusiasm grew for accomplishing the Five-Year Plan
in four years, plays appeared emphasizing the time
element, such as Pogodin's Tempo and Katayev's Time
Forward! One problem in connection with scientific industrialization which was very troublesome was the relation of
the scientist, the specialist, the intellectual, to the workers' republic. A series of plays beginning with Faiko's
The Man.with the Portfolio in 1928 and coming down
to Afinogenov's Fear tackled this vexing problem of
the role of the intellectual. Satires on the obnoxious
bourgeois remnants of the old social order appeared in
Mayakovski's The Bedbug and The Baths and in
Olesha's The Conspiracy of Tastes and The Three
Fat Men.
Finally came a number of play~ dealing quite frankly
with the question of Young Communists and love.
Among these were Squaring the Circle, The Days Are
Smelting, Slag, and Shine Out, Oh Stars!
·
1932-1937
THE SUCCESSFU,.L CONCLUSION of the First Five-.Y ear
Plan, the construction of the great Dnieprostroi dam,
the growing prestige of the Soviet Union, and the rec-.
ognition accorded to it at last by the United States, all
led to a period of prevailing optimism in the theater.
Even when a play dealt with a tragic death, it was
characteristically called an Optimistic Tragedy. The
plays were brimming with a love of life and the word
"life" kept recurring in the titles: Life Is Changing,
Life Is Calling, Good Life, Personal Life. They
seemed to echo Stalin's words: "Life has become better,
comrades. Life has become more joyous I" The rights
of the individual were more strongly asserted than in
the cruder earlier plays and the dramatic clash represented was no longer merely an external conflict between classes and masses, but an internal conflict of
emotions within the individual. The same optimistic
spirit is seen in the film dealing with the education of
homeless boys, The Road to Life, or in Pogodin's play
about the rehabilitation of prisoners working on 1:he '
Baltic-White Sea Canal, Aristocrats, later shown on the
screen as Prisoners.
As in Soviet music the proportion of pieces composed
in the major key has steadily increased over those in
the minor key, so in Soviet drama comedies came to
predominate over tragedies. The widespread popularity of Shkvarkin's farcical Strange Child and the
exaltation of the enthusiasm and inventiveness of youth
in Kirshon's Marvelous Alloy are characteristic of the
·
high spirits of this period.
In 1937 the extraordinarily exuberant celebration on
February 10 of the hundredth anniversary of Pushkin's
death revealed the continued eagerness in the Soviet
Union to keep alive the best of the literature of a hundred years ago. Within a year thirteen million volumes
. /
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of works by Pushkin and about Pushkin were published,
and innumerable plays, operas, and films have dealt
with his life or with themes taken from the ine~haust
ible reservoir of his writings.
The s:truggle in Spain against the forces of fascism
has evoked such plays as A Salute to Spain and Alcazar.
The triple threat to the Soviet Union itself from Nazi
Germany, fascist Italy, and imperialist Japan with its
aggressive invasion of China, has stimulated an interest
in the defense of the border as exemplified in Dovzhenko's film Frontier and brought about a revival of
interest in e.arlier Russian revolutionary struggles. The
revolution of 1905 .has been treated with a fresh understanding in films such as The Youth of Maxim and The
Return of Maxim; Katayev's novel Peace Is Where the
Tempests Blow about two boys·during the 1905 revolution has recently been popular in both play and in film
form.
It has been, however, above all, the October revolution which has naturally enough been the theme once
more of a number of plays on the stage and on the
screen. In November 1937, the twentieth anniver!1ary
of ·the October revolution was celebrated, as the tenth
anniversary had been, by a whole galaxy of new plays
and films dealing with the revolution of 1917. Now,
however, they no longer deal with the external outcome
of the revolution ·and the civil war alone, but turn by
pref~rence to the events leading up to the revolution.
More attention than before is devoted to the intelligent
planning by Lenin for the coming revolution. Shchukin,

the actor at the Vakhtangov who had created the
title role in ·Gorki's Yegor Bulichev, has now enacted
most sympathetically the role of Lenin in Pogodin's
The Man with the Gun and also in the film called
Lenin in October. On the Bank of the Neva at the
Mali Theater and The Truth at the Theater of the
Revolution also deal with Petrograd on the eve of the
October revolution and were also produced during
November 1937 in celebration of the twentieth anniversary.
These latest plays are not content with external realism: the photographic representation of fixed characters. They strive for socialist realism: the study of
cause and effect on characters continually changing.
The evolution of Soviet drama, then, has passed
from the initial five-year period of feverish experimentation with crude and exaggerated melodrama, through
a second period of greater detachment and-convincing
dramatization, and through a third period devoted to
the adaptation of humanity to socialist reconstruction,
into a final period of e~ilarating enthusiasm for man's
power to change himself. The progress of the Soviet
theater, then, through these twenty years has been
marked, not only by the extraordinary growth in the
number of theaters and moving picture houses and the
ever increasing numbers of actors and of spectators,
but also by the development of the drama itself into a
more and more mellow and mature understanding
of the individual 'and of the state and of the relations
between them.

Fro01 Texas
By L. .A. Lauer

'' T

'
HEM new; squatters are from Texas,
paw."
"Yah?"

"Yeah."
"They don't look no better than Mexicans from
here."
"They ain't Mexicans, paw."
"Well, what the hell they doin' nobbin' with those
spicks; they got an outfit like they was spicks."
"They's no one else to talk to 'em, paw."
"You was talkin' to 'em."
"Jist their paw; the kids was gittin' water from the
well up to Jeff's place. I didn't see their maw neither,
but he tole me they's from Texas. He tole me he heerd
we're from Texas, too. Someone in Roswell musta tole
him, paw."
- "Tole him what?"
"About us bein' from Texas."
"What else he say?"
"Wants to know if they kin carpp here fer a few
days; an' wants to know if they's work here. Oh, yeah,
an' he wants to know kin he dig fer worms to go
fishin' ."

"Wants a ·hell of a lot, don't he. What's his name?"

"I dunno, paw."
"What was he doin' ?"
"Unpackin' their duffle, I guess."
"Yah?"
"Yeah."
"Those Mexes move on yet? I said fer 'em to move
fast offa this place."
"They're gone, paw. They went soon's I came up to
those new squatters. I guess they tole these new people
they could g_et water at Jeff's. I guess they'll camp at
Jeff's theyselves tonight."
"Looks like Jeff has got soft in the heacf since he
went broke. Time was he wouldn't fool with no spicks
any more than I would; an' now, by Christ, when he
ain't got nothin', he gives half of it away.... How do
you know those spick bastards are goin' to sleep on his
place?"
"I jist guessed it, paw."
"Yah?"
"Yeah."
"What kind of a rattle-trap those squatters got,
kid?"
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"It looked like a Chevvy truck, paw."
"Where was the old lady?"
"Dunno. I didn't see her. She musta been gittin'
wood somewheres."
"Gittin' wood? Who ~he god damp. hell says they
could pick wood on this place? Did you 'tell 'em they
could? 'Cause if ya \did, I'll knock hell outa ya an'
some sense .... "
"I ain't sure now, paw. I don't know if she was
gittin' wood; I jist guessed maybe she was."
"Yah?"
"Yeah."
"Where was they last night?"
"Roswell. They been there fer a week he says. He
says he cain't get no work there 'cause he tried. Before
that I guess he came by way of Clovis. Says he ain't
never been this way before.;'
"What else he say r
"Not much. 'Cept he wants to know where my paw
is an' if he kin see you. That was when he wants to
know is they work here. He wants fer his kids to go
to school when he gits work. I tole him about the
school. Oh, yeah, an' lthen he asked me about the
Bottomless Lakes an' if they's any fish in them an' if the
Pecos ever gits any higher and is ~here any fish there."
"Cain't fish if he ain't got no license-leastways not
on my property nor nowheres else."
"I guess maybe he knows that paw, but I didn't think
of it."
·"You didn't think of it? What the hell ... you ain't
supposed to think, kid, an' I'll tell ya that if it's the last
damn thing I ever do tell ya. It's a goddamn pretty
pass when a kid twelve years old talks about thinkin'.
If that damn school teaches ya to think at yer age it's
· no good. I'll do all the ~hinkin' around here, kid, an'
don't fergit it .... An' here's somethin' else: you was
too damn friendly with those spicks today, get that?
I was watchin' ya all the time an' ya ain't foolin' me.
First thing ya know, we'll have ~ll the spicks across
county stoppin' off here if we lets 'em stay long enough
to talk.. I tells 'em to move, an' move quick, an' by
Jesus Christ you talk to 'em. Next time ... "
"Well, paw, one of the kids jist asked me somethin'.
Gosh, I didn't say much."
"You listen to me, kid. It ain't what ya say, it's the
way ya say it. Y a gotta talk, sure, but talk right. Don't
let me catch you with a grin on yer face again when I'm
talkin' turkey with those greasy bastards."
)
"All right, paw."
"You're damn right it'd better be all right. Now, as
soon as his kids come back, I'm goin' down to see what
that outfit looks like. How many kids he got?"
"Two, I guess."
"Two, eh? Well, if he's from Texas maybe they
kin stay here a while an' he kin chop wood fer his rent."
"I don't think they got much to eat, paw."
"Well, what do ya want me to do about that? We
ain't got any too much ourself, by Jesus, an' it's every
man fer himself. We cain't feed four more people, you
know that, or if ya don't ya sure as hell ought to."
"Well, paw, cain't they jist camp there under those
cottonwoods without choppin' wood while their paw
makes the rounds lookin' fer a job?"
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"Well, I'll be damned. Kid, what's got into ya?
They ain't nobody gits rent nor nothin' else free, an' if
you don't know that, it's high time ya did. The kids
kin chop wood anyways as long as it gits chopped."
"Look, paw, lookee; .the kids are comin' back from
Jeff's. They each got a pail of water. They' s over on
the left of the road by your fence line, paw."
"Yah, I see 'em."
"They're little kids, paw.1"
"Yah?"
·
"Yeah. They're lots littler than me."
"By Christ, there's the old woman comin' up along
the dry creek, an' by Jesus, she's got wood. I'll sure as
hell tell 'em off on that when I git down there."
"Maybe she got the wood from the other side, paw."
"Yah, an' maybe she didn't. By God, kid, she looks
like a nigger from here-or a Mex."
·
"Yeah, she does look kinda dark."
"Say, those kids don't look right. Ya sure; say kid,
'ya sure ya ain't lyin' to me about him being from
Texas?"
"No, paw. He says he's from Texas. An' I know
what ye're ~hinkin'. Y e're thinkin' he's a Mex. Well,
he ain't a Mex. You kin tell that from here easy."
"Well, he goddamn better not be, if he's from Texas.
Say, kid, I'm lookin' at the woman, an' she sure as hell
looks wrong to me."
"There goes their paw out to meet her, paw."
"Yah?"
"Yeah. An' their paw's got their blankets laid out,
an' looks like he's got a sort of tent rolled up there,
paw.· Lookee, paw, won't it be swell if they's got a
tent? Aw, maybe it's jist a farp though, it's hardly big
enough fer a tent."
"Yah?"
"Yeah. Look, paw; looks like they got a box of
grub there back of the truck. We sure won't have to
feed 'em. They kin stay if we don't have to feed 'em,
eh, paw?"
"Any more of that an' I'll crack ya, ftd. An' ya
don't go to Jeff's place no more, ya hear me. He's got
ya lookin' out of the back of yer head. He's worse'n
the school teachers."
"I ain't said nothin' about Jeff."
"I know ya ain't, an' ya better not. But Jeff ain't
gonna make no spick lover outa you nor any my brats.
Now git the hell back to the house, an' I'lL go down an'
tell that renegade what I think of his goddamn halfbreed outfit."
"Aw, let 'em stay, paw."
"Hell, no."
"Aw, please, paw, they won't hurt nothin'. I'll watch
'em .... Ouch, oh gee paw, ya hurt me."
"G'wan back to the house."
"Paw-let 'em stay."
"Git, goddamn ya. After I run those spick brats
offa here, I'll tend to you an' maybe run you off too.
Now git, git."
"I'll git, paw; but they's got a right to stay-on
account they're citizens like the school teacher says.
Ouch, paw; owww !"
"Goddamn spick love-r. Git."
"I'll git. But they's got a right-a right to stay."
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